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An Introduction

Most people take the sun, the moon, and the stars for granted and leave them
to those bearded old men who, they imagine, spend their nights gazing at
the sky through telescopes. It will come as no surprise to you that there arc
very few bearded old men who spend whole nights at a telescope. Gazing
through any telescope gives very little knowledge about the stars. Instead,
astronomers, many of whom are very young, do much measuring of dircction
and angle, of light intensity and color, and of other qualities of celestial objects.
You may have a student in your class who will think of you ten years from
now while he stands beside the largest telescope in the world and photographs
the spectrum of an object at the edge of the known universe.

In thc meantime, all of us have been kAted out of our solic arth com-
placency by two very startling phenomena. In 1947, the first reports of "flying
saucers" appeared. The believers and unbelievers are still trying to be as
convincing and scientific as possible, but we all want to know if and where
the saucers were seen and where they came from. In 1957, artificial satellites
were first put in earth orbit. They stirred up the whole world to a conscious
recognition that man is advancing beyond his own planet and that nations
will compete for dominance in space. People who once confused astronomy
with astrology now expressed interest in learning more about the sky and the
objects in it. They wanted to know how large and how far away these bodies
were and how fast they traveled. After all, perhaps everyone could have his
own "saucer" for transportation, or could take a trip into space in a satellite.
This desired knowledge of size, separation, and speed is really concerned with
distance measurement in one form or another.

DISTANCES IN THE SKY

We have trained our eyes to estimate distances immediately around us. This
is part of the skill needed in threading a needle. Furmture in a room helps
with depth estimates because the sizes of chairs, tables, and pictures are
familiar. In the open, we need familiar objects for reference. We know some-
thing about the height of a building by comparing it with automobiles on
the street, or about distance when we see a house with a door or a window.
But we can be fooled by a toy automobile or a dollhouse if there are no other
objects for oom pan son
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For the sun and the moon, we have no familiar objects for comparison.

We see them as bright disks in the sky. apparently of about the same size.

They both subtend an angle of about 40 with the eve. If apparent size were

an indicator of distance, we might argue that if it took three days to put a

probe on the surface of the moon, we could pet one on the sun in three days,

too. But when either one approaches the horizon, where there are objects for

comparison, we experience the common illusion of an enlarged appearance.

Size, then, is a poor indicator of distance.
Part of our skill in estimating distances is due to having two eyes, set some

distance apart. The angle that orr eves form with an object gives our brain

a clue about the depth. As the distance from an object becomes greater, the

angle formed by the lines of sight from our two eves becomes smaller. At
I meter, the lines of sight form an angle of about 4' with an object. At 10 me..

ten, the angle has decreased to at 100 meters. it is only about 0.04° and

has become too small to give reasonable clues to the brain. But even though

our eves cannot be depended on for the measurement of large distances, the

principle can be used in astronomy. Astronomical measurements can begin, .

for exampii:, with the length of the arc on the surface of the earth subtended

by an aagle of 10 at the center of the earth. This measurement makes it

possible to calculate the earth's radius. The earth's radius subtends an angle

at the moon. From that angle and the radius of the earth, sv,! can find the

dimensions, in miles, of our natural satellite.
The distance betweer your eyes could be called a "base line" for measuring

distances. By making the base line longer, the principle can be applied to
terrestrial and celestial measurements. Surveyors use base lines when they set

up the boundaries for properties and for whole continents by triangulation.
The Mason-Dixon line between the states of Maryland and Pennsylvania was

the result of one of the earliest surveys, using a base line measured by Charles

Mason and Jeremiah Dixon.
The base line can be increased from hundreds of miles on the earth's surface

to the diameter of the earth. But distances are so reat in astronomy that
even this is too short for precise measurements of the distance to the sun.
By using radar. however, an accurate distance to Venus can be determined,
and now the base line can be extended to millions of miles. Neither the sun

nor any other star can act as a reflector for the radar pulses, but an accurate

sun distance can be determined by using the earth-Venus base line.
This distance from the earth to the sunor. more specifically, the mean

radius of the earth's orbit around the sunis called the astronomical unit.

In popular terms, it is known as the astronomer's vaidstick. When observations

of a star are made from opposite ends of the earth's orbit, the base line

becomes two astronomical units. Distances to the nearer stars can he found
by wing this known base hne (about Di() million miles) and the angle that

it subtends to the star.
Hold a pencil at arm's length from your eves. and sight at a distant object.

Close first one eye and then the other. 1 he pencil seems to shift position in

relation to the distant object. This etlect is called paraNax and can be used

T 4 to tind the angle that the base line subtends to the star. Half of this angle



and an astronomical unit from the sun to the earth form the necessary parts
to a right triangle, the solution of which gives the distance to the star.

The path of the solar system as it swings in a huge orbit of its own can
provide a still longer base line. However, for any but the nearer stars in oui
galaxy, the parallax method soon loses all aecuracy. Yet we talk about galaxies,
nebulae, and quasars millions of times farther away. To see how we can do
this, we need to look at another tool of the astronomer.

LIGHT FROM THE SKY

Of man's five senses, sight s by far the most importient for the astronomer.
All the distance measureme, ts that have been discussed so far are dependent
directly or indirectly on tht perception of radiant energy. And all radiant
energy, of which visible light is a small part, travels from its source in a way
that can give the astronomer further information about the distance and other
characteristics of the body.

Light froin a tiny candle or a star is sent out in all directions in an expanding
sphere. The only way in which this energy of a star becomes weaker is by
the increasing size of the sphere, or in other words, by being spread over a
greater area. The apparent brightness of a star is dependent on the radius
of the sphere of its energy at the point at which it is observed.

From the earth we observe the sun at a point on a sphere whose radius
is one astronomical unit. All radiant energy travels at 186,000 miles per second,
so the light from the sun reaches us in about 500 seconds, or a little more
than 8 minutes. The sphere of the nearest star has a radius of 270,000 astro-
nomical units, or 4.3 light-years. One light-year is the distance light travels
in one yearabout 6 million million milesanother way of measuring dis-
tance. The sphere of energy surrounding a galaxy with a radius of billions of
light-years is almost beyond comprehension, but if the galaxy is visible, the
shell of energy has reached the earth.

The energy or light measured on the earth will depend on the area of the
energy shell intercepted for observation. The eye intercepts a circular area
about 5 mm in diameter. This is a very tiny part of a sphere whose radius
is one astronomical unit. It is a still smaller portion of a sphere from the nearest
star. At a certain level of energy, the eye fails to see any light, so we gather
more energy from the stars by using larger areas, such as telescopes. The
200-inch Hale telescope can intercept more than a million times the energy
picked up by the human eye. For that reason, it allows us to see stars that
are a million times fainter.

The little pyrheliometer, or sun-energy measurer, used by the student is
a typical device for measuring the unit power from the sun or a star. The
area of the evpper strip represents a portion of the energy sphere. The ther
mometer indicates the rate, in degrees per minute, at which energy is absorbed
by the copper strip. From these data, the energy unit for the sun, called the
solar constant, can be found. Using the area of the sphere and this solar
constant, the total energy per second, or the wattage, of the sun can be calcu-
lated. 15
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Light f7om the sun or a star can carry other messages besides energy. When

the spectrum is examined with a spectroscope, the resulting colors can give

important clues about temperature. The brighter the red end of the spectrum,
the cooler the photosphere, or light-producing surface, of the star. The brighter
the blue end, the higher the temperature of the star.

Stars can be classified by size and temperature in comparison with the sun.
Once this comparison is made, the total power is known. By using th::: power

and the energy-sphere concept, the problem can be worked in reverse and
the distance to the star found. Thus, distances far beyond the parallax limit,
and not dependent on base lines, can be determined photometrically.

Careful examination of the continuous spectrum of the sun with a good
spectroscope reveals hundreds of dark lines interspersed with the colors. When
the spectroscope is pointed at glowing hot gases or vapors of the separate
elements, bright colored lines appear that can be matched with the dark lines

in the solar spectrum. Thus, the spectrum of a star can tell us something about

its composition by the "fingerprints" of the elements that appear. The dark
lines are caused by the subtraction of discrete lines of color from the continu-
ous spectrum by the gases through which the light passes; hence these spectra
are called absorption spectra, and show the presence of specific elements in

the "atmosphere' in the path of the light. One element, helium, was discovered
in this way on the sun before it was found on the earth.

The spectroscope can convey much more information, including the relative
motion in the line of sight, the rotation of the body, the magnetic fields, and
many other features of stars. The spectroscope is a very important tool in

astronomy and, coupled with the known laws of the behavior of light, can
supply information about size and relative age of a star that to the present
time cannot be found in any other way.

INVERSE SQUARES IN THE SKY

The expanding-sphere concept of light propagation can help illustrate one
of the basic laws underlying science. The area, of a sphere equals 41172. If r,
the radius of the sphere, is one unit (one meter, one astronomical unit, or
whatever), then the light falls on a sphere whose total area is 4ir square units.

If the radius of the sphere is increased to two units, then the total area of
the sphere becomes 47t x 22, or 1697 square units. Triple the radius of the
sphere, and the total area is equal to 477 x 32, or 36er square units. This means
that the same amount of light will be spread over 4 times or 9 times as much

area. The light per unit area, then, will vary inversely as the square of thee,,,

distance from the source. Twice as far away means as much light; three
times as far, the light drops to as much.

This inverse-square law underlies several of the great forces in nature as
well. The gravitational attraction of two bodies varies this way. If the distance
between them is doubled, the force of attraction is only as much. The orbits
of all heavenly bodies (and of man-made satellites) arc controlled by this
relationship. The pull of the earth on the moon, at a distance of about 60
earth radii, is only 366 as much as it would be on a like body at the earth's

y 6 surfacn.
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The forces of magnetism and electrostatics behave the sane way. Two
charged bodies will attract or repel each other, depending on their charges.
in an inverse proportion to the square of the distance between them. Magnet-
ism and electrostatics are not in the subject matter of this unit. but when
the student doubles the distance between a light source and the energy-
measurer, only as much temperature change should result.

ORBITS IN THE SKY

Even though the force of gravity between the earth and the moc q is only
a small fraction of what it would be if the moon were much closer, the pull
on the two massive bodies is tremendous. Why, then. a student may ask, does
the moon continue to circle instead of spiraling into the earth's surface? What
other forces are present that affect its observed behavior? And, of course,
similar questions could be asked about the earth and the other planets as
they orbit around the sun.

Galileo, and later Newton, stated some rules that apply to all bodies at
rest or in motion. One of the,,t has to do with a property called inertia. Simply
stated, it says that a body at rest tends to remain at rest, and a body in motion
tends to remain in motion in a straight line, unless acted upon by an external
force. $o the moon, in motion around the earth, tends te travel at all times
in a straight line. Now the question, if you had no pricy, knowledge of the
situation, would be, "Why, then, doesn't the moon travel in its straight line
and fly off into outer space?"

But you have already heard of an external forceone that varies inversely
as the square of the distance. It acts inward, toward the earth, at a right angle
to the instantaneous straight-line motion of the moon. At the moon's distance,
this gravitational attraction is just sufficient to deflect the moon continually
from its straight-line path into its curved orbit around the earth. Thus it is

also with the earth and the other planets, and with all other orbiting bodies.
What, then, is this curved path that is followed by orbiting bodies? There

was no doubt in the minds of the early scholars on this point. A perfect circle
was the only path befitting a celestial object. Of course, they also believed
the only appropriate center for al' the circles was the earth, and so the sun,
moon, the known planets, and all the stars revolved around this terrestrial
ball. To believe this about the sun and moon caused little difficulty. But the
apparent paths of the planets were so erratic that complicated models of
eccentric arms moving around invisible points in space became necessary to
explain the motions By A.D. 1500, Mars required 2.5 of these eccentric arms,
or epicycles. to make the model work.

Copernicus revolutionized astronomical thinking by placing the sun at the
center of the orbit circles for the planets. By using only one or two eccentrics,
he was able to make his model fit all the observations. The moon revolved
around the earth in a perfect circle, and the earth in turn made a perfect
circle around the sun. It is interesting to notc ihat, without instruments, we
today would have a difficult time proving that the distance to the sun and T 7
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to the moon is subject to change, or in other words, that the orbits of the

moon and the earth are not perfect circles. felescopic observations.. made daily

at the Naval Observatory in Washington, however, show a change in the

apparent size of th .. sun, moon, and the planets. Either these heavenly bodies

are changing in size, or they are changing in distance from the earth.

Kepler, using the careful observations of his mentor Brahe, decided that

the distances must change. He postulated three laws that went a long way

toward solving the remaining difficulties of the Copernican model. Briefly

stated, they are as follows:
I. Planets move in elliptical orbits, with the sun at one focus of the ellipse.

2. The line joining the centers of the sun and a planet sweeps over equal

areas in equal time intervals.
3. The cube of the mean distance from the sun divided by the square of

the period is the same for all planets.
The first law explains why the apparent size of the sun (and the moon, where

the law also applies) is variable. The second law gives a reason for an observa-

tion made by Hipparchus, a Greek astronomer in the second century B.C, He

noted that the number of days from the first day of spring to the first day

of fall was greater than the days from autumn to spring again. He reasoned

:hat the relative motion must be slower in the summer (or that the distance

traveled was greater in the summer). The third law gives a scale to the solar

system, because T, the period in years, is directly observable, either totally

or in part, and R, the mean distance in astronomical units, can be computed

from R3 7'2.

It probably should be pointed out that gravity requires a body to move

in an orbit that can take only four shapes. They are called conic sections

because they are formed when a cone is cut in any one of four possible ways

by a plane. If the cut is parallel to the base, the conic is a circle. If the cone

is cut above the base but not parallel to it, an ellipse isclormed. If the cut

is parallel to one edge of the cone, a parabola results; a cut parallel to the

axis of the cone gives a hyperbola.
Which of the orbits a body will follow is determined by its speed. At the

slowest possible speed, the orbit is a circle. Any speed from this to 1.4 times

as much results in an ellipse. If the speed is inereased beyond this point, a

paiabola results, and the body escapes the gravitational field of the attracting

body. If it moves still faster, a hyperbolic orbit is formed. Only in the cases

of a circle and an ellipse will the orbit continue around the attracting body

in a closed path.

RELATIVITY IN THE SKY

There is no stationary platform from which we can make measurements. When

we observe the apparent motiens of celestial objects. we have to remind

ourselves that we are on a rotating, revolving earth that is traveling through

space as a part of a moving solar system, which in turn is moving in a galaxy.

T 8 Add to these motions the slow precesmon of the earth on its axis, and there
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is little wonder that the aocients had difficulty in determining which body
was indeed doing the traveling.

Fortunately, the astronomical distances ate so great in relation to the speeds
of thesl: various motions that we need concern ourselvzs only with a rotating
and revolving earth fbr our work in this unit. But even here there is difficulty
in deciding which Gf the relative motions can be attributed to a particulai
body. The principal argument foi the acceptanee of the Copernican model
of a heliocentric system was that it simplified the explanation of the observa-
tions. When Galileo built a teles_ )pe and discovered moons revolving around
Jupiter and observed the changing phases of Venus. he felt that he had some
proof for the theory of Copernicus.

The underlying idea of Einstein's General Theory of Relativity can possibly
sum up the problems of all these !notions. I n sence it says that wt can
measure th e. motion of an object only relative to other obiects; there is no
such thing as absolute motion of a body relative to space. In appearance, it
makes little difference whether the earth is stationary, with the moon and sun
revolving around it in varying paths; or whether the sun is stationary, with
a rotating earth and its revolving companion moon both revolving around it.

AN OVERVIEW

As the student begins this unit, he is confronted with the questin "How do
astronome: get accurate information about objects like the moon and the
planets without actually going to them?" Since the sun is the most available
stellar body for the student to observe, he begins his study of this question
by trying to make measurements of the sun.

His first observItions involve the spectroscope. From it, hc learns that the
sun gives off a continuous spectrum of light except for a few dark Fraunhofer
lines. These, he learns, result foam sunlight passing through an atmosphere
around the sun. By observing both the dark-line (absorption) spectra of the
sun and the bright-line (emission) spectra of several elements, the student is
led to the conclusion that it is possible to predict from sunlight the presence
of specific elements in both the core and the atmosphere of the sun, Ad that
this is also possible with other stars.

These observations with the spectroscope Icad the student to the need for
a more accurate and convenient temperature measurera solar-energy meas-
urer. The student builds this solar-energy measurer (which the astronomer
calls a pyrheiiometer) out of copper, a thermometer, and candle soot. With
it, he leains that he can measuie the wattage of a radiating source of heat
and light if he knows the distance of the source from his measuring device.
If he doesn't know this distance, the student finds he can only express the
heating effect ef a source in term:: of its equivalent heating effect relative to
a known wattage source at a specified distance from his solar-energy measurer.
in the case of measuring the wattage of the sun, the student recognizes that
he must first determine the distance from the earth to the sun.

slogillMwr
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In exploring possible methods of meawring the distance of objects too far

away to measure by dirIct means, the student begins by examining a range
finder as used in a camera as a possible method. The method fails, but the
student learns that a much larger base line and sighting angle hold promist
for solving his problem. He then uses the radar distance to Venus of 26 million

miles as a base line and constructs a scale drawing of the earth, the sun and
Venus when Venus is in a position of maximum angular separation (46°) from

the sun as seen from the earth. Using his scale drawing, the student thez
determines the distance from the earth to the sun to be about 93 million miles.

Using a pinhole and a translucent screen, the student develops a method
of measuring the size of an object. He uses the distance from the object to
the pinhole and from the pinhole to the screen and the size of the image
projected on the screen. With his newly found distance to the sun and a solar
image of i-cm diameter, he finds the diameter of the sun.

Next the student uses the angular change in the shadow of an object to
compute thc sun's apparent speed in the sky. In doing this, he also discovers
thc relativity of the solar motion and the effect on the system of time that
is used. He observes the apparent path of the sun, and tries to determine
if it is the same every day.

The student now returns to the question of the power of the sun. He applies
his earlier finding of how the wattage of a source increases with an increase

in distance to produce the same heating effecl on a surface. The student then
uses his own measurements to compute the power of the sun.

The unit concludes by summarizing the methods employed by the student
to make inferences about the sun, including its power, distance from the earth,
and composition. The student is then given data about other stars and is asked

to make as many of his own inferences as he can about them. He also uses

the same method that he used with Venus to determine the nearest distance

from the earth to Mercury. Using this distance and other data that he found
earlier, he finds the diameter of Mercury.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Each chapter of the Teacher's Edition contains an equipment list for that
chapter. The same is true for each excursion. In addition, the last page of
each chapter alerts you to preparations necessary for the following chapter.

Among the materials listed will be some items that must be supplied locally.

For Chapter I, th."se include scissors, string, white paper, a fluorescent light

source, glasses or baby-food jars. matches, distilled water if necessary, and

colored pencils or crayons if desired: for Chapter 2. paper clips and matches;
for Chapter 3, manila folders or cardboard and white paper; for Chapter 4,

beans or other small objects: for Chapter 5, cardboard. scissors, single-edged

razor blades, and a needle or other pointed imtrument; for Chapter 6, card-

board, string, white paper, and scissors. In addition, glasses or baby-food jars

are needed for Excursion I-1. and white utrdboard for Excursion 5-1. You

will note repeated use of cardboard, so tablet backs, cardboard E rt -st ffeners,

7 IQ thin cartons, or cut-up hoxes should be stockpiled.

; 4..7::
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GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 1

1.1).ii will pronably want to have the spectroscopes assembled, the alcohol
battlers filled, the nichrome wire cut into 10-cm lengths and thc 150-watt bulbs
in their :eceptacles. Depending on your room facilities, you may have to make
provision for extension cords to go to the nearest wall outlet. For dispensing
the three salts, set up a system that will minimize contamination. The source
of fluorescent light should be identified. Make a test of your tap water in
a flame to see if any appreciable color resul3; if it does, you may want to
use distilled water (not much is required) with the salts.

It would be advisable to spend some time with the class on alcohol burner
safety rules. Reasonable care in handling will guard against accidents. A
suggested list (you can probably think of more) might include the following.

1. Avoid refilling burners in an area where they are being used or near
any open flames.

2. Do not carry a lighted burner around the room.
3. Avoid working over lighted burners.
4. Use ewe to avoid tipping the burner over.
5. Do not get the end of the spectroscope so close to the burner that damage

results.
6. Do not fill burners more than half to two-thirds full.
7. Extinguish and cap a burner when it is not in use.

Pails of sand, fire extinguishers, and a fire blanket sht,id be standard equip-
ment in every room, and the students should be instructed in their use. At
this same safety session, it might be wise to reinforce the cautions in the text
against looking at the sun, either directly or through any instrument.

T 11
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Foreword

A pupil's experiences between the ages of 11 and 16 probably shape his
ultimate view of science and of the natural world. During these years
most youngsters become more adept at thinking conceptually. Since
concepts are at the heart of science, this is the age at which most stu-
dents first gain the ability to study science in a really organized way.
Here, too, the commitment for or against science as an interest or a
vocation is often made.

Paradoxically, the students at this critical age have been the ones
least affected by the recent effort to produce new science instructional
materials. Despite a number of commendable efforts to improve the
situation, the middle years stand today as a comparatively weak link in
science education between the rapidly changing elementary curriculum
and the recently revitalized high school science courses. This volume
and its accompanying materials represent one attempt to provide a
sound approach to instruction for this relatively uncharted level.

At the outset the organizers of the ISCS Project decided that it
would be shortsighted and unwise to try to fill the gap in middle
school science education by simply writing another textbook. We chose
instead to challenge some of the most firmly established concepts
about how to teach and just what science material can and should be
taught to adolescents. The ISCS staff have tended to mistrust what
authorities believe about schools, teachers, children, and teaching until
we have had the chance to test these assumptions in actual classrooms
with real children. As conflicts have arisen, our policy has been to rely
more upon what we saw happening in the schools than upon what
authorities said could or would happen. It is largely because of this
policy that the 1SCS materials represent a substantial departure from
the norm.

The primary difference between the ISCS program and more con-
ventional approaches is .the fact that it allows each student to travel
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at his own pace, and it permits the scope and sequence of instruction

to vary with his interests, abilities, and background. The ISCS writers

have systematically tried to give the student more of a role in deciding

what he should study next and how so( a he should study it. When the

materials are used as intended, the ISCS teacher serves more as a

"task easer" than a "task master." It is his job to help the student

answer the questions that arise from his own study rather than to try

to anticipate and package what the student needs to know.

There is nothing radically new in the ISCS approach to instruction.

Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have stressed the

need to personalize education. ISCS has tried to do something more

than pay lip service to this goal. ISCS' major contribution has been to

design a system whereby an average teacher, operating under normal

constraints, in an ordinary classroom with ordinary children, can in-

deed give maximum attention to each student's progress.
The development of the ISCS material has been a group effort from

the outset. !.t began in 1962, when outstanding educators met to decide

what might be done to improve middle-grade science teaching. The

recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tentative

plan for a set of instructional materials by a small group of Floriea

State University faculty members. Small-scale writing sessions con-

ducted on the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in

pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools

during the 1965-66 school year. All this preliminary work was sup-

ported by funds generously provided by The Florida State University.

In Jut.e of 1966, financial support was provided by the United States

Office of Education, and the preliminary effort was formalized into

the ISCS Project. Later, the National Science Foundation made sev-

eral additional grants in support of the ISCS effort.
The first draft of these materials was produced in 1968, during a

summer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, science

educators, and junior high school teachers drawn from all over the

United States. The original materials have been revised three times

prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers have

contributed to the materials, and more than 180,000 children, in 46

states, have been involved in their field testing.

We sincerely hope that the teachers and students who will use this

material will find that the great amount of time, money, and effort

that has gone into its developmem has been worthwhile.

Tallahassee, Florida The Directors

February 1972 INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE C URRICULUM STUDY
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Notes to the Student

The word science means a lot of things. All of the meanings are "right,"

but none are complete. Science is many things and is hard to de-

scribe in a few words.
We wrote this book to help you understand what science is and what

scientists do. We have chosen to show you these things instead of

describing them with words. The book describes a series of things for

you to do and think about. We hope that what you do will help you

learn a good deal about nature and that you will get a feel for how

scientists tackle problems.

How is this book different from other textbooks?

This book is probably not like your other textbooks. To make any

sense out of it, you must work with objects and substances. You should

do the things described, think about them, and then answer any ques-

tions asked. Be sure you answer each question as you come to it.

The questions in the book are very important. They are asked for

three reasons:
I. To help you to think through what you see and do.

2. To let you know whether or not you understand what you've done.

3. To give you a record of what you have done so that you can

use it for review.

How will your class be organized?

Your science class will probably be quite different from your other

classes. This book 'will let vou start work with less help than usual

from your teacher. You should begin each day's work where you left

off the day before. Any equipment and supplies needed will be wait-

vill ing for you.
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Your teacher wiLl not read to you or tell you the things that you are
to learn. Instead, he will help you and your classmates individually.

Try to work ahead on your own. If you have trouble, first try to
solve the problem for yourself. Don't ask your teacher for help until
you really need it. Do not expect him to give you the answers to the
questions in the book. Your teacher will try to help you find where
and how you went wrong, but he will not do your work for you.

After a few days, some of your classmates will be ahead of you and
others will not be as far along. This is the way the course is supposed
to work. Remember. though. that there will be no prizes for fiuishing
first. Work at whatever speed is best for you. But be sure you under-
stand what you have done before moving on.

Excursions are mentioned at several places. These special activities
are found at the back of the book. You may stop and do any excursion
that looks interesting or any that you feel will help you. (Some ex-
cursions will help you do some of the activities in this book.) Some-
times, your teacher may ask you to do an excursion.

What am I expected to learn?

During the year, you will work very much as a scientist does. You
should learn a lot of worthwhile information. More important, we
hope that you will learn how to ask and answer questions about
nature. Keep in mind that learning how to find answers to questions is
just as valuable as learning the answers themselves.

Keep the big picture in mind, too. Each chapter builds on ideas
already dealt -.nth. These ideas add up to some of the simple but
powerful concepts that are so important in science. If you are given a
Student Record Book, do all your writing in it, Do not write in this
book Use your Record Book for making graphs, tables, and diagrams,
too.

From time to time you may notice that your classmates have not
always given the same answers that yoll did. This is no cause for
worry. There are many right answers to some of the questions. And
in some cases you may not be able to answer the questions. As a
matter of fact, no one knows the answers to some of them. This may
seem disappointing to you at first, but you will soon realize that there
is much that science does not know. In this course, you will learn
some of the things we don't know as well as what is known. Good luck!

Ix
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Por student team

1 spectroscope
1 sheet of white paper
2 pegboard backs
1 alcohol burner
1 medicine dropper

The Message of Sunlight,.>
'''1 3 petrl dishes

3 10-cm lengths of nichrome wire
3 3-cm lengths of masking tape
1 glass or baby-food jar
2 10-cm lengths of string

,e

Excursion 1- Is keyed to this chal&
,

Space probes have photographed the surface of Mars and
of the moon. The Mariner space prcbes actually sampled
the atmosphere of Mars, while the Surveyor space probes
ample the soil of the moon. Now men have walked on the

moon's st..rface and brought back rock samples and detailed
hotographs. It may surprise you to learn that these develop-
ents have led to few unexpected results. Most of the infor-
ation collected supported what astronomers already be-

'eyed. How did astronomers get such accurate information
bout objects like the stars, the moon, and the planets without

ally going to them? This is the question you will tackle
this unit.
ince you are in school during the day, a pod place to
.:15Ao study the sun and measure some of its charac-
:csnome of the questions about it that you should try

or:include these:

per class

1 incandescent light source (ISO-watt bulb
In receptacle)

1 fluorescent tight source
Distilled water (if necessary)
Strontium chloride
Sodium ..1hloride

Y
1

t is the sun made of?
qw,much energy does the sun give off?
OW can the distance to the sun be measured?

4 1.
iarge is the sun?
CM the motion of the sun he described?

ar think you can answer some of these questions
aps, for example, you've read somewhere how

the,sun: But remember, you should also learn
cuts of the sun are made. Finding out will

potc thought than simply looking up a number
you know how to find such answers, you

tigati celestial objects on your own.

e t
arc"

Lithium chloride
Methanol (tor burners)
Matches
Scissors
Crayons or colort d pencils (optional)
3 petri dishes (for "unknowns-1
3 10-cm lengths of nichrome win

Chapter 1
CHAPTER EMPHASIS

The student is introduced to the use Of the
soectroscope and the ways in which it aids
in making inferences about the compovion
of light sources.

MAJOR POIN rs

1 A spectroscope spreads light into its com-
ponent colors.
2 A diffraction grating is the part of the spec-
troscope that spreads the light
3. Sunlight and incandescent bulbs form a
continuous Spectrum
4 A fluorescent lamp forms a continuous
spectrum with bright lines on it
5 Different elements, when heated to incan-
descence. show specific bright lines of color
6 Bright lines of particular colors in the
spectrum can be used to predict the presence
of definite elements in a substance.

The presence of helium was first suspected
by the Spec.lic lines formed in the sun's spec-
trum

1
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)0n the next page. Students begin using the

spectroscopes. You will probably want to

have them assembled, with the gratings and

slita In place. This will avoid the danger of

students getting fingerprints on the plastic

gratings during assembly Fingerprints fetid to

cut down the efficiency af the spectrosrope.

Warn students against touching the plastic.

before ;hey begin uSing it. Gratings can be

cleaned with methanol (burner alcohol) and

a soft Cloth or cotton. Do not scrub. Extra

gratings are supplied in the klt, anO in the

event that cleaning will not suffice, you will

have to Install a new grating. A student who

cannot distinguish colors will be at a disad-

vantage. if you have studer.is who are color-

blind, team them up with ones who are not.

But be sure that It Is not iust a case of looking

for the spectrum In an incorrect manner. The

gtudent may only need a little additional help

in using the speutroscope.

Although it Is not necessary for the student

to know, the ialebow is produced in a some-

what (Mem'. manner than the spectrum from

a diffraction gr ating is produced. In a rainbow,

the differential bending of the colors of light

as they Pass from one medium to another

(water droplie.s to air) in a process called

refraction forms the color spectrum In the

grating, light is diffractedspread outas it

passes through thousands of tiny slits, and a

color spectrum is formed.

2 CHAPTER 1

Getting started

Although you may not realize it. the sun is constantly

sending you information aboul itself. Linfvtunately, you

can't re.d the information like a newspaper. The information

is in the form of light. Figuring out what it tells you about

the sun is rather like cracking a code.

One of the ways to read sunlight is to observe how it

b#Thaves when it passes through certain material,. You've

probably seen an exami5le of this after a rainstorm. Light

passing through droplets of rain at a certain angle is broken

up into a series of colors. Most people call the result a rain-

bow. Scientists call it a spectrum.

4
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Begin your study of the sun by looking carefully at the
spectrum formed when its light passes through a device called
a spectroscope. Before you start, however, here is an impor-
tant warning.

Safety Note Never look directly at the sun through at:y instru-
ment or with your unaided eye. This can cause serious damage
to your eyes.

s I

Pick up a spectroscope from the supply area. Be careful.
A

L. not to touch the plastic disk in the eyepiece. The oil from
your skin can soil the disk and ruin the spectroscope.

ACTIVITY 1-1. Lay a sheet of white paper in a patch of direct
sunlight. (This is a safe way to observe sunlight without look-
ing directly at the sun.) Point the slit end of the spectroscope
toward the paper with the slit pointing up and down. Hold the
eyepiece snugly against your eye.

Sunlight

,,s\
s

% N\
N\

Hold like this,

not this.

Spectroscope

Slit end

:;tuttents may nonce a ta.icomf Nrectrom far-
ther out on noth sides. Itw; may tend to con-
fuse them Actually it is spread out wider and
is much dimmer than the primary spectrum.
but Pll the colots are in the same order. The
fact that it is spread out wider tends to make
the separate colors more discernible

1-1 Answers will ,ary according to visual
acuity and care in observation. Red. orange,
yellow. grgien blue, violet (or more or less)
should be named. The student can begin at
either end of the spectrum, but me order Is
Important.

CTIVITY 1.2. As you look through the spectroscope, look
the side of the tube until you see a rainbow (spectrum)

y. Turn the eyepiece without turning the slit until the
ist as wide as you can make it.

Keep steady

Spectrum

Spectrum

Amoa.r....._

uk.Ine -order you see them, as many colors of
14 sunlight as you can. If you Look sharply,

le4So see several.

*. .

Turn

3
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1-2. The order of ttw. list of colors should be

th3 Same or exactly reversed The number of

colors listed, however, rnay welt vary. It would

probably be posilibie to list a large number of

colors depending on the gradatiorit, i,or In-

stance, in the ctoor system devised by Albert

Mun3e11, there are 20 different colors, which

he calls hues When degrees of brightness

and richness of C.Olof are Considered, the

result is 427 different color samples in the

system.

4

Figure 1-1

Compare your list of colors with the spectrum photograph

in Figure 1-1.

l-2. How do the number and order of your list of colors

compare with those in the photograph (Figure 1-1)?

If the photograph looks different from the spectrum you

saw in the spectroscope, try the experiment again. If you

still have trouble, ask your teacher or a classmate for help.

ACTIVITY 1-3. Remove the eyepiece and the slit end from the

spectroscope. Experiment with them until you can answer

question 1-3.

eyepiece

1-3. The plastic disk (diffract,on grating) is
the primary cause Using just the disk, a
roather broad, faint spectrum is visible when

ne looks toward a light source (but not to-
ward the sun). Students may also note a
spectrum formed when light is reflected from

the disk, The same effect can be toted when

light reflects off an LP record If you have one
handy, you might want to snow this to them,

4 CHAPTER 1

Plastic disk Slit

Note: Be carefid to ke you,..linger olf the plastic disk in the

eyepiece.

r11-3. Which causes the spectrum to appear, the plastic disk

or the slit? How c:o you know?

The plastic disk is called a diffraction grating. Thousands

of tiny parallel lines have been marked on it. These lines

cause the light to spread out into the color spectrum you've

seen. This kind of spectrum is called a continuous spectrum

because one color continues right into the next.

Using the spectroscope

Earlier, it was said that sunlight car"ries information about

the sun. Now you've seen that sunlight can be spread out

into a spectrum. Can the spectrum from sunlight tell you

28
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something about the nature of the sun? Is the sun like other
sources of light? Perhaps the spectroscope can help you find
out.

Somewhere in your classroom your teacher has set up- a
glowing light bulb. Carry your spectroscope to this area and
use it to look carefully at the light from the bulb.

01-4. In the space provided in your Record Book, list the
colors in the order you see them in the spectrum produced

, by the bulb. If you fmd any differences between thir spectrum
and the one produced by sunlight, list them. Look especially

. for differenkes in how strongly certain colors show up and
for any bright or dark lines.

";-

01-5. Next, use your spectroscope to examine the light from
a fluorescent tube. Once again, list the colors in the spectrum

9n the order you see them. Also, describe any differences
4!.; *:* between the spectrum from the fluorescent tube and the

spectrum formed by sunlight.

; Ifyou made careful observations, you should have noticed
some bright lines in the fluorescent-tube spectrum that you
didn't see either in the min's spectrum or in the spectrum
from the light bulb. Also, some of the colors may have shown
up more clearly in one spectrum than another. What do these
differences mean?

To find out, you'll need to work with a partner. You will
be using the spectroscope to look at the light given oti from

eated substances. Therefore, you will need to work in semi-
kness. If a part of your room cannot he darkened, then

s your own work spa:e as shown in Activity 1-4.
5-

r;

14. use the two 10-cm pieces of
the vertical pegboard backs to-

tk;;,-iA.; .

about'
d 'oUt.
11

I

St nng

The classroom. may have incandescent lights
that the student can observe. If not, use the
150-watt bulb and the receptacle on a table
adjacent to a wall outlet. Try to have it located
so that daylight will not be observed at the
same time. Likewise, you may have fluores-
cent lighting that can be observed in the
room. If not, the student may have to be sent
to a kitchen, laboratory, etc., where a tube Is
located. He should see a continuous spec-
trum, with several pronounced bright lines
superimposed. Most outstanding should be
yellow, green, and violet lines.

14. Set up two pegboard backs as shown.
piece of pegboard or other nonburnable shield across

theipegboards to give more shade.
4 .0

,(tis
Zits,14 ri

Put

CHAPTER 1 5
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1-cm wick

o

Label Li

Now get the following materials from the supply area:

3 pieces of nichrome wire, each 10 cm long
1 alcohol burner Clean baby-food jars or other ;:orvainers
3 petri dishes may be used in place of the petit dishes. if

1 spectroscope desired.

1 small container of water
1 eyedropper
3 pieces of masking tape, each 3 cm long
Lithium chloride crystals
Strontium chloride crystals
Sodium chloride crystals

ACTIVITY 1-5. Pull 1 cm of the wick out of the alcohol burner.
A well-trimmed wick should not be black at the end. Light
the burner and look at the spectrum of the flame. (It's likely
to be very faint.)

n1-6. Compare the spectrum of the alcohol lamp with the
spectrum of sunlight that you looked at earlier.

01-7. Did you see any bright lines in the spectrum of the
alcohol lamp?
If so, what colors were they?

ACTIVITY 1-6. Mix the crystals of lithium chloride with 2 drops
of water in a petri dish labeled "LI" (lithium). Make a small
loop In one end of a nichrome wire and attach a small piece
of masking tape, also labeled "LI."

A very small amal.,t of lithium chloride,
strontium chloride, ei ; sodium chloride is all
that is necessary. In this and the succeeding
activities. It is most important to avoid con-
tamination of the samples and to keep solu-
tions from getting on the wick of the burner.
The nichrome loops, once made, can be re-
used by other students if they are kept with
the respective samples. Loops may be
cleaned by rinsing in clean water, dipping in
concentrated HCI, and heating in the flame
until they show no color. You should probably
test the tap water to see that it gives no ap-

0- preciable color in the flame. If it does, use
distilled water with the crystals.



The spectra from the three chemicals are
faint. Have students hold the spectroscopes
as close as possible to the flame.

ACTIVITY 1-7. Dip the loop of nichrome wire Into the lithium
chloride solution. While your padner looks at the spectrum
of the alcohol flame, put the loop into the flame. Do not touch
the wick with the loop. Try not to get any chemicals on the
wick Take turns looking at the spectrum.

01-8. In the space provided in your Record Book, show
4,-....the position of any bright lines you saw in the spectrum.

2 Compare your sketch with the lithium spectrum shown in
' Figure 1-2.

'
*tik

'ACTIVITY 1-8. Using a clean dish and a clean wire, repeat
Activities 1-6 and 1-7, using strontium chloride crystals. Label
the dish and wire "Sr." Again, do not get any ot the chemical
on the wick.

1-9. In the space provided in your Record Book, sketch

,,,..

Li
Keep wicks well trimmed. If salts get on the
wicks, trim with scissors.

0

0 0 0
0

Figure 1-2
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0

0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0

0

=

thp

reP$

Afge

any bright lines you saw in the strontium spectrum. Then
mpare your sketch with the Sr Spectrum in Figure 1-3.

itpt

-.NITY 1-9. With a third clean dish and clean wire, repeat
ities 1-6 and 1-7, using sodium chloride (label "Na").

Figure 1-3

0 0
0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

i

Or,.Sketch any bright lines you saw in the sodium spec-
en compare your sketch with the Na spectrum

igure 1-4.a
i

02..4r5

0.
3

You may want to have colored pencils or
crayons available so that students can show
the spectral lines in color. Some lines are
especially difficult to see Encourage students
to try hard but not to spend the whole period
searching for a line.

Figure 1-4

CHAPTER 1 7
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41,YOu might want to ask students how they

could be sure that the bright lines were due
, t o the lithium, strontium, or sodium, and not

4 to the Chloride. You could have a sample of
.sodlum carbonate (washing soda) or sodium
bicarbonate (baking soda) that they could try
In the flame with a clean wire. They will see
the bright sodium lines. Incidentally, students
will bty show a single yellow line for the

sodium spectrum. This is as It should be.
There are actually two bright lines, but they
are so close together that the simple spectro-
scope cannot resolve them.

1-*

;".:
f.

Problem Break 1-1 calls for the student to
identify substances from the spectra they pro-
duce. A suggested procedure is as follows:

Use three separate', clean petri dishes or
baby-food jars. In the first, make a solution of

... a mixture of sodium chloride and lithium
chloride; In the second, use a mixture of so-
dium chloride and strontium chloride; in the
third, use strontium chloride and lithium chlo-
ride. Have a clean wire with each, and num-

- bier the containers end the wires 1, 2, and 3.
Be sure to keep trar h of your mixtures by
number, so that when a student checks his
prediction with you, telling the number he
used, you can match them up. It might be wise
to prepare containers of the three mixtures
and put out only a small amount at a time.
This would help guard against c7tarnination.

8 CHAPTER 1

The spectrum of an element heated in a fairly colorless
.flame is just a few bright lines. This type of spectrum is called

a bright-line spectrum. Each element produces a definite set
of bright lines. Scientists have found that they can identify
an element by its bright lines as surely as they can identify
you by your fingerprints. The bright lines you saw earlier
in the fluorescent-tube spectrum were due to the gases in
the tube (mostly mercury vapor).

From time to time in this unit, you will be asked to do
"problem breaks." These are problems for you to solve,
without much help from your book or from your teacher.
The problems will usually help you understand what you
are studying in the chapter. But that's not their major pur-
pose. They are designed to give you practice in problem
solving, and in setting up your own experiments. You should
try every problem breakeven the tough ones. And in most
cases you should have your teacher approve your plan before
trying it. The first problem break in this unit is coming up
next.

PROBLEM BREAK 1-1

Now here's some detective work for you. Your teacher has
prepared a solution of one, two, or three tlf the substances
you just tested (sodium chloride, lithium chloride, and stron-
tium chloride). Your job is te find out which substance or
substances was used.

01-11. In the space provided in your Record Book, show
the position of any br ght lines you identify.

1-12. Compare the sketch you made with the sketches you
made in answer to questions 1-8, 1-9, and 1-10. What sub-
stance or substances do you predict are in the unknown
solution?

Check your prediction with your teacher.

Astmomers use spectroscopes to identify, the elements in

the stars. In fact, the spectral lines of the element helium

were first observed in sunlight When the substance that
produced these lines was finally found on the earth, it was

named helium (from the Greek word helios, meaning "sun").
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The spectrum of helium is shown in Figure 1-5. You should
notice a peculiar difference in this spectrum when it is com-
pared to others you have observed.

Perhaps you would like to learn more about the kind of
spectrum shown in Figure 1-5. You can find out how they
were discovered and how to see one yourself by doing EX-

cursion 1-1.
Bright lines and dark lines in spectra can tell astronomers
great deal about the composition of stars an_d planets.
ost of what we know about the sun and its atmosphere is
direct result of information from spectra.
In Chapter 2 you will see how to take the first step in
easuring the amount of energy released by the sun. F or-

tely, you won't have to go there to do it.

going on, do Self-Evaluation 1 in your Record Book.

OS

ft

yo

4- 33

sw a.
elev ..omaleMP*4.04.11 -

Figure 1-5

C011iCtzire401
Excursion 1-1 is concerned with a different
kind of spectrumone of absorption or dark
lines. It is fairly difficult and exacting.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 2

You will need 6-cm -x 3-cm copper strips.
These should be cut from ale 30-cm x 30-cm
copper sheets that are suppiM. Each sheet
will yield 50 strips. Probably One !'heet will
suffice, as the strips can be reused by other
stuthrits once they are cid to size. You will
need to make provisions for extension cords
from the wall outlets if power is not available
at the student stations. Students will be using
5 or more receptacles with various wattage
bulbs for extended times in the chapter. De-
pending on how widely spread your students
are, you might want to consider procuring
additional receptacles ,o augment the 5 that
are furnished. Any screw-type socket recep-
tacle that will hold a light bulb upright can be
used. You will need paper clips and matches,
which must br. supplied locally.

CHAPTER 1 9
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per studnt team

1 copper strip, 6 cm x 3 cm
1 Celsius thermometer
1 paper clip
1 socks leptacie
1 150-watt bulb
2 100-watt bulbs

atts New?

Excursion 2-1 is keyed by a Checkup.

1 60-watt bulb
1 50-watt bulb
1 meterstick
1 pegboard back

Per class

Pieces of dowel
Candles
Matches

rEverybody knows that the sun gives off lots of energy. In
:fact, you may have heard that all energy on the earth comes,
in.one way or another, from the sun. But what does it mean
to say "lots of energy"? How much is "lots"? That is the
problem for this chapterto get an idea of how much energy

c sun gives off.
:To be sure you are ready to begin the nem activity, you
cod to know some things about energy. The following
Ileckup will help you find out whether you are ready to go

.tosx
ead.

714

111:111 /
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CHAPTER EMPHASIS

Using a simple radiant-energy measurer, the
student determines the variables that affect
the readings, and compares the energy re-
ceived from the sun with that from an incan-
descent bulb at a particular distance.

Chapter 2

MAJOR POINTS

1. A solar-energy measurer (pyrhellometer)
can be constructed.
2. Temperature change can be used as a
measure of radiant energy received.
3. The temperature change of the solar-
energy measurer varies with time, up to a
certain point.
4. The amount of energy received varies with
the wattage (energy per second) of the bulb.
5. The amount of energy received varies with
the distance between the source and the
solar-energy measurer.
6. In order for the energy received by the
solar-energy measurer to remain constant.
the radiant energy of a source must Increase
at a greater rate than the distance from the
source increases.
7. It Is possible to determine the distance
trom the solar-energy measurer that airtt
bulb must be in order to cause th
temperature change that the sun Causes.
8. To measure the energy given off by the
sun, it is necessary to know the distance tc
the sun.

This chapter might be considered the most
Important one In the unit. Using simple appa-
ratus that the students construct themselves.
a very realistic measurement can be made
that will lead to finding the power of the sun
in a later chapter. Its Completion depends only
on a measurement of the distance to the Sun.
which is made In Chapter 4. Those who are
well-versed in physics may object to the ap-
parent discrepancy in usage of terms. Energy
is meaGured in joules (or newton-meters.
wtereas the watt is a measure of power in
joules per second. Time, therefore, is the fac
tor connecting the two terms. Experience ha !
shown that the disparity presents no serlow
problems for the students, however, and Olt
matter is resolved in a later chapter. incidan-
tally, yOu probably will want to have 2 or
students working together on the activities

11
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Checkup. In order to understand the purpose

Of this chapter, the student needs an elemen-
tary concept of energy. Those who did not
participate In Levels I or II of ISM, or who
have forgotten, will profit from doing Excur-
sion 2-1, a review of the energy concept. This
checkup is the mechanism for getting them
Into the excursion. You may want to check

-answers to the four questions, to see that
thOse who need help are getting It.

1*:(601;*--1:1011

in the interest of economy, you will probably
want to have the copper strips precut instead
of having each student cut one. Note that the
piece of dowel, candle, and matches are
"classroom" items, and can be kept on the
supply table to be used only when needed.

lf reasonable care is taken in bending the

copper, not only will it fit tightly around the

thermometer bulb, thus transfering maximum

heat to the bulb, but it also will be reusable

by other students.

.

74.4.4.
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LZ, , CHAPTER 2

CHECKUP

In your Record Book, place a check mark in front of each

correct answer. There may be more than one correct answer

per question.

1. Work is
a. force
b. distance.
c. force x distance.
d. speed x time.

3. Energy can
a. exist only in the

form of heat.
b. exist in more than

one form.
c. be transferred

from one system
to another.

d. cause changes in

matter.

2. A measure of energy is

a. force.
b. force x distance.
c. speed x time.
d. work.

4. Energy is always
a. conserved.
b. destroyed.
c. needed to over-

come forces.
d. a measure of the

time needed to
do work.

Check your answers on page 77 of Excursion 2-1.

To begin making a sun-energy indicator, you will need

these things:

1 strip of copper, 6 cm x 3 cm
1 Celsius thermometer
1 piece of' dowel, the same diameter as the thermometer

bulb
1 candle
Matches
Paper clip

ACTIVITY 2-1. Pinch the strip of copper tightly around the

dowel as shown.

349

Dowel

Copper
strip
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ACTIVITY 2-2. Bend the ends of the copper back flat.

st''

t47,.;

As you know, that part of the sun's energy that reaches
the earth is in the form of light. A large portion of this light
energy changes to heat energy when it reaches the earth's
atmosphere and surface. This heating effect is what causes
objects put in sunlight to get hotter. How much the tempera-
ture °Can object increases depends on

I. how big the object is,
2. how well it absorbs heat,
3. how quickly it conducts heat, and
4. how long it is heated.

Each of these factors affects how much change in temperature
will be observed when the object is placed in the sun.

All of this means that you can get an idea of how much
heat is absorbed by an object by measuring its temperature
before and after placing it in the light. All you need is an
object to be heated, and a thermometer.

ACTIVITY 2-3. Slide the copper strip from the dowel and under
the bulb of the thermometer. Gently pinch it around the bulb.
Use care.so as not to break the thermometer.

MN. 01.1.1101.11.0.1.

How much the temperature of an object In-
creases also depends on its spec:ific heat, but
this factor is not vital to the eltperiments in
the chapter, as long as it is allowed to heat
to itS equilibrium temperature.

By now, you've probably figured out how your sun-energy
indicator will work.

02-1. What do you predict will happen to the copper strip
if it is placed in sunlight?

E12-2. What is the purpose of the thermometer?

,
Avow let's test the energy indicator you've built.

;14114
, t

fs ; 3 7

2-1 and 2-2 T he copper strip should increase
In ternperdtUre Th.: theimometer should
measure the increase (Note, however. that
I he thermometer does not measure the heat
content of the copper, but only one factor of
it )

CHAPTER 2 1 3



The reason that it should not rest on any
surface is that heat could be conducted to or
front It more readily, as well as being reflected
to It. Of equal Importance, however, Is pro-

!, tooting it from the wind or from drafts.

Shade

ACTIVITY 24. Hold the instrument in the shade for a couple
of minutes. Then move it Into the sun for a few more minutes.

Do not rest it on any surface.

Sunlight

2-3. It should show a temperature Increase of

up to VC In sunlight.

Pencil

a
40

4:Ur*
--% AP.

02-3. Was the thermometer reading in the shade different
from that in the sun? (If so, how much?)

If the thermometer didn't show a temperature change,
something is 'wrong. The copper strip should have absorbed
enough energy to affect the thermometer. If it didn't, check
Activities 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 to be sure that you put the instru-
ment together correctly.

You should make one improvement in your sun-energy
indicator before you use it. You probably noticed that the
temperature change was slow in occurring. The amount of
temperature change was probably rather small, too. It would
help matters if the copper absorbed energy more quickly than

it does.
Copper is a shiny metal. This means that it reflects some

light. If you could cut down its shininess, the copper would
convert more light energy to heat.

02-4. What could you do to the copper to make it absorb
more of the sun's energy?

ACTIVITY 2-5. Slide the copper strip ofi the thermometer.

Insert a pencil or dowel In the bend of the strip. Hold the
copper over a lighted candle. Try to cover the flat surface

evenly with soot from the candle. Warning Do not hold the
thermometer over the candle, as It will get hot and break. If

you get wax on the strip, you must clean it and start again.

Carbon black is preferred to black paint be-
cause it tends to be a better absorber and
conductor of heat energy. It can be messy.

38 however, and students may have to be warned
about keeping their fingers out of the soot.
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ACTIVITY 24. Lot 04-copper strip cool. Then, holding it by
the unhlackened loop, attach It to the thermometer as before.

Test your instrument in a sunny spot.

024. At room temperature, what .temperature does the
sun-energy indLator show?

02-6. What temperature does the instrument show after
being in direct sunlight for a few minutes?

02-7. By how many degrees did the temperature change?

Remove the sun-energy indicator from the sunlight and
let it return to room temperature.

02-8. Why do you think copper was a good choice of metal?

With this instrument you should be able to get an idea
of how much energy is received by the copper strip from

--4the sun in a given amount of time.
By now you may be seeing some problems in using the

sun-energy indicator. Suppose, for example, you got a read-
ing in the sun 20° higher than in the shade. This would tell

syou that the copper strip had absorbed energy. But it would
,certainly not tell you how much total energy the sun give,
'off. To learn that, you would need to know several other
things. The next activities will help you tind out what they
are, Pick up a pegboard and a paper clip.

ACTIVITY 2-7. Hang the sun-energy indicator in an upright

t L(neal
as shown. You can make a hanger from a paper clip.

,

41,
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2-8. Probably the most important reason Is
that copper is a good conductor of heat. Also,
from a practical standpoint, it is easily shaped
(malleable).

In making readings of temperature change
with the pyrheliometer throughout the chap-
ter, be sure that students measure the change
under constant conditions. For example, If the
amount of change in sunlight is made outside,
then the beginning tempeeature should also
be read outside. If the change is to be meas-
ured indoors as on a window ledge, with
sunlight coming through the glass), then the
beginning temperature should be that of the
MOM.

In this activity and the ones that follow, the
books may be placed at the other end of the
pegboard, away from the instrument.

CHAPTER 2 15
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Carry the stand with the attached instrument to where your

teacher has set up a series of light bulbs.
You will use these bulbs as a light source. They will rep-

resent the sun.

ACTIVITY 2-8. Place the pegboard so that the blackened sur-

face of the capper strip is 20 cm from the center of one 150-watt

bulb In the parallel circuit.

Table 2-1

The students are determining the equilibrium
temperature ot the strip and thu time required
to reach It. Thus time is one of the variables
asked for in question 2-11 on the next page.
Other variables named might be size (watt-
age) of the bulb, distance to light source,
angie at which light btrikes the strip, and size

of the strip.

16 CHAPTER 2

Have students adjust the Fieight ot the pyrheli-
ometer so that the copper strip is on the same
horizontal level as the center of the I;ght bulb.

Record the temperature of the thermometer in Table 2-I
of your Record Book. Then turn on the lamp. Every 30
seconds, record the thermometer reading. Complete the table
by calculating what the total temperature change has been
up to each of the times indicated (new temperature minus
the temperature at 0.0 time).

..... 1:Ivry ..-r.s,,z. 11..1 IfittrIlitir.: itrm. ,....,,..- ._ -,... .

..

...---77:-: --,.."a --./..----k- S.

.'....;301.-.. V.. .":.'. ::. /.r,' .... ;., Total

1

Tt me -qt:it. 'Temperature vi ; Temperature

(minutes) 1 (°C) Change (°C) ,..

ir
F'

.;.

:1 r' 1.0
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Graph your results on the grid ot:i Figure 2-1 in your

" Record Book. Use the data from .ttie Total Temperature
Change column and from the Time:column.
,

18

14

Figure 2-1

01.11

+1MIII# IF

I

0 . 0 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.6 3.0 3.5
t; .-41, Time (in minutes)

.1
2-9. According to your graph, how many minutes passed
fore the temperature stopped rising?

240. Why do you think the, temperature stopped increas-
:,.

/* 1

11"

the sun-energy indicator away from the light so that
cool to room temperature.

t

211 List at least three vari*les that you think might have
how much temperat'tire change you observed.

ou should now investigate tAeeffects of different amounts
ght energy on the sun-el tot indicator. You can use light

of different sizes. Be sure to keep other variables, such
'and distance, constant.

2-9. Set up the sun-energy indicator and light
.as shown. Use a 60-watt bulb and wait until the tem-

410roaches its maximum reading (about 5 minutes).
the original and maximum temperature readings in
-

your Record Book.
$tit

4
4%.

,

*:.4,
;

4.0 4 5 5.0

2-9. Most probable answer is 3 to 3i minutes.

2-10. Equilibrium temperature was reached
when the amount of heat lost by the strip
equaled the amount of heat gained. This is a
good concept to be acquired.

'1..1X.fi:
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ACTIVITY 2-10. Allow the thermometer to return to room tem-
perature. Repeat Activity 2-9, using a 100-watt bulb. Record
the data in Table 2-2.

The point does not have to be made with the
student but, correctly stated, the watt number
on the bulb tells how much energy it produces
per second.

Use data from the 0.0 arid 5.0 lines of Table 2-1 on page
16 to fill in the spaces in Table 2-2 for the 150-watt bulb.

Table 2-2

Figure 2-2 20

Figure 2-2. The graph should be a straight 16
12)

llne. Of course, it should pass through the 0)
"0,0" point (no wattage. no temperature

.c
di

12Change) and show about 5°C at 60W. 8. C at u
100W, and 12°C at 150W. cl)

10.
8

4

CHAPTER 2
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....... Maximum

Temperature
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Change
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The watt number on a bulb tells you how much energy
it produces. The greater the wattage, the greater the energy
produced.

Li 2-12. Which of the following bulbs produces the most light
energy.: 150W, 60W, or 100W?

Complete t .e last column in Table 2-2. and graph your
results in Figure 2-2 of your Record Book.

.1.!

1 1 1

20 40 60 80

Wattage

4

100 120 140 160
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02-13. What happened to the temperature change as the
wattage (ampunt of energy) of the bulb increased?

02-14. Look at your graph in Figure 2-2. Predict the amount
of temperature change you would have recorded if you had
used a 50-watt bulb.

2-15. Suppose the. 50-watt bulb had been placed 40 cm
from the strip instead of 20 cm. Predict how this would have
affected the amount of temperature change..

PROBLEM BREAK 2-1

Get a 50-watt bulb and test your predictions for questions
2-14 and 2-15. How much does the reading of the sun-energy
measurer change when you double the distance between it
and a light source? Suppose you tripled the initial 20-cm
distance. Would the temperature reading decrease to one
third of what it was at 20 cm?

In your Record Book, describe an experiment you could
do to study the relationship between distance and tempera-
ture. change. Have your teacher approve your design before
doing the experiment. Record your data in your Record Book
in the formgof a graph with at least eight data points.

02-16. In your experiment, why should you keep the watt-
age of the light source constant at 50 watts?

Now let's return to the problem that started this chapter.
Let's try to use your sun-energy indicator to find out how
much energy the sun is giving off.

ACTIVITY 2-11. Hold the sun-energy indicator In a sunny spot.
Leave It there until the thermometer reading stops going up.

- .....10.0111001111.6.1%.
*IYowoo

2-14. The prediction should be about 4°C for
a 50-watt bulb.

2-15. The student should be able to predict
a decreaSe in the amount of temperature
change. At this time he cannot reasonably be
expected to know how great the decrease will
be.

Problem Break 2-1. This is the most important
pc int of the chapter. The information that the
student gets from the graph provides the an-
swer to question 2-18 on the next pane. This
answer In turn is the starting point for figuring
the power of the sun in Chapter 7. Check
student work carefully. Extra time here will be
well spent. The eight data points can be
gotten by spacing the center of the bulb at
5-cm intervals, starting ct a point 5 cm from
the strip.

See the Teacher's Edition of the Record
Book for a sample graph for Problem Break
2-1. The student graph should look similar to
that Using the answer to question 2-17 on the
vertical axis, tho sti,dent can read the answer
for question 2-18 on the horizontal axis. This
is a graph of an inverse-square relationship.

CHAPTER 2 19
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50-watt bulb

0247. How much temperature change did the sun-energy
indicator show?

Now look at your graph from Problem Break 2-1.

02-18. At what distance from a 50-watt bulb must the indi-
cator be placed to show the same temperature as it did in
direct sunlight?

Test your answer to question 2-18 by placing the sun-energy
indicator at the distance you gave.

You know that the sun gives off a lot more energy than
a 50-watt bulb. But because it's so far from the earth, the
energy that reaches the copper strip from the sun is no greater
than that from the much closer bulb. The distance an object
is from the light source has a great effect on the amount
of energy received by the object. Therefore. when calculating
the energy produced by the sun, its distance must be an
important factor.

An accurate measure of the sun's energy must include its
distance from the earth. In a later investigation you will
measure that distance. For now, you can only get an idea
of how great is the sun's total energy output. To do this, you
will need to take your sun-energy measurer over to the area
where the bulbs in parallel circuits are located.

ACTIVITY 2-12. Set up your apparatus as shown. Atter 5
minutes, note the temperature.

02-19. Record the highest tewerature reading from the
50-watt bulb at 20 cm.

There should be a temperature change of
about 4°C with a 50-watt bulb at 20-cm dis-
tance. Whatever the room temperature, the
highest temperature reading for Question 2-19
should be about 4°C higher.

a'
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ACTIVITY 2-13. Remove the 50-watt bulb and move the socket
40 cm from the sun-energy measurer.

Your problem is to place in the sockets a bulb or bulbs
that will produce the same maximum temperature change
that you found in Activity 2-12.

A
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0240. What wattage (energy) bulb or bulbs do you predict
will produce this reading?

Add bulbs to the sockets until you find one, or a combi-
nation, that produces roughly the reading you are looking
for. Be sure that the bulbs are 40 cm from the sun-energy
measurer.

L2-21. How many 50-watt bulbs would you need at 40 cm
to give the same temperature reading that one 50-watt bulb
gave at 20 cm?

D2-22. Suppose you moved the sockets to 80 cm. How many
50-watt bulbs would you have to use to produce the same
reading as one 50-watt bulb at 20 cm?

Now think how many 50-watt bulbs you would need if
you moved the socket out a mile from the energy indicator.
You'd have to have a tremendously large source of energy
to give the same reading.

The sun is many, many miles from the earth. With what
you know now, you can be sure that the sun is giving off
a tremendous amount of energy. To give a good estimate
of how much, you will need to know how mat), miles away
the sun is. That is the subject of the next chapterthe way
to measure the distance from the earth to the sun.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 2 in your Record Book.

4 5

2-20. This is a difficult question, but if the
student has done carefui work and can read
the graph, doubling the distance will cause
as much temperature change. Therefore, to
get the same temperature change. there must
be 4 times the wattage. The answer would
thus be 200 watts. Thls should check out for
question 2-21 (four 50-watt bulbs), and In
question 2-22 It would require 4 times as
many again, or sixteen 50-watt bulbs.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAOTER 3

The range finders should be assembled. You
will need manila folders or large pieces of
cardboard taped In place on the range find-
ers. The students will also need white unlined
paper. You will also have to set up a sighting
range. See the teachrr notes in Chapter 3 for
direc tlons.

CHAPTER 2 21
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per studentsteam

1 rang. finder (assembled, with manila folder
taped to pegboard)

1 sheet of whits unlined paper

Far-Out Sun

Excursion 3-1 Is keyed to this chapter.

Measuring the distance to the sun may seem like an impossi-
ble job to you. More than likely, you've always used a ruler
or meterstick to measure distances, but such a device won't
work for..measuring the distance to the sun.

Actually, the problem won't be as difficult as ydu may
think. In many ways, you're in the same boat es a hunteror
a photographerwho wants to know the distance to an ani-
mal. If he tries to use a ruler or tape measure, he won't get
many shots.

Both camera and Ofle manufacturers have solved the
problem in the same %%lay. Many guns and cameras include
a device called a range finder. In using a range finder, a
person looks at an object from two different angles. The
device evaluates the distance to the object from the size of
the 'angles formed. (See Figure 3-1.)
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CHAPTER EMPHASIS

The student investigates the use of a simple
range finder for measuring distances, and
determines some of the variables and the
limitations of the Instrument.

Chapter 3

MAJOR POINTS

1. The range finder operates on the principle
of angles and triangles.
2. A range finder can be calibrated by sight-
ing objects at known distances.
3. As the distance to the object decreases,
the angle between the sighting bar and the
sighting line increases.
4. As the distance to the object increases, the
sighting marks get closer and closer together.
5. The range finder loses its usefulness be-
yond about 15 meters.
6. The length of.the range finder's base line
is a limiting factor in the distance that can be
measured.
7. In Its present form the range finder Is use-
less in measuring large distances, such as the
distance to the sun.
8. Another limiting factor of he range finder
is its inabIlity to measure the sighting angle
accurately.
9. Osing any terrestrial aistar.: 'e.d base
link is still too short to give accurate angle
measurements by the range-finder methoo.

Figure 3-1

Angle decreases rAs distance increases.
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Th range finders should be assembled with
the manila folder or cardboard In place. The
whits pacer should not be added until Activity
34, however.

9. It Is important for the students to discover thet' usefulness and the limitations of the Instru.
ment themselves. Resist the temptation to
legislate the distanco: and uses during this
trial period.

ret.

,

t
Sighting line

You can use a simple homemade range finder that wir
help you measure the uistance to the sun. Get one from the
supply area.

ACTIVITY 3-1. Look.the range finder over carefully. Note par-
ticularly the labeled parts. Draw and label the sighting line
and base line on your range finder if this has not been done.

Sighting bar

Baselin.,

In using the range finder, a student should
keep his sighting eye well back from the bolt.
If he moves too close, the nearer bolt COM-
pletely blocks th sight on the farther bolt.

Before you try to neasure the distance to the sun with
the range finder, you should learn how it works. Pick out
an object to look at on the other side of you,: classroom.

ACTIVITY 3-2. Place the range findsr on a ',fat surface and
line up the sighting line with the object. Wii.hout moving the
pegboard, adjust the sighting bar until it I,nes up with the
object. When you are finished, both the sighting line and
sighting bar should be lined up with the object.

24 CHAPTER 3
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ACTIVITY 3-3. Wove the range finder along the sighting line
until It Is several feet closer to the object. Don't change the
position of the sighting bar.
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03-1. Does the sighting bar Mill line up with the object after
the range finder is moved? If not, what would you have to
do to line it up?

03-2. Suppose you were to move the range finder even
closer to the object along the sighting line. Predict what you
would have to do to align the sighting bar.

Perhaps you are beginning to unde.stand the principle upon
which the range finder works. As the device is moved closer
to p_n object, the angle between the sighting bar and the
sighting line changes.

03-3. Suppose the distance from the range finder to an
object increases. In what way do you predict the angle be-
tween the sighting line and sighting bar will change?

Test your prediction in question 3-3 by doing the next
activity.

Your teacher has chosen an object in your room and placed
marks on the floor at distances from it of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10,.
and 15 meters.
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Note that for the calibration of the range
finder, beginning with Activity 3-4, you will
need a sighting rang. sit up somewhere In
the room, with distances of 1,2,3,4,5,10, and
15 meters marked from some object to be
sighted. The 15-meter distance (49 feet) Is
a little large for the average classroom. You
may have to stop at a shorter distance, or you
might be able to set up the range In a corridor.
In the classroom, an excellent sighting object
could be a distinct chalk mark on the front
chalkboard.

1 m

ca el

ACTIVITY 3-4. With small pieces of tape, attach a sheet of
white paper to the range finder as shown. Place the tip of
a pencil Into the groove at the end of the sighting bar. Turn
the bar to draw part of a circle.

Sheet of white paper

ACTIVITY 3-5. Place the range finder so that the sighting line
rear boit is at the 1-m mark on the floor. Line up the sighting
line, and then the sighting bar, with the object. When you are
sure the position of the bar is correct, make a mark on the
circle as shown, and label the mark "1."

.

The marks and the labeling for 5, 10, and 15
meters will be relatively close together. The
numbers will have to be small, and a sharp
pencil should be used for makini, the marks.

26 CHAPTER 3
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Object

ACTIVITY 3-6. Repeat Activity 3-5 for distances of 2m, 3m,
4m, 5m, 10m, and 15m. When your scale is complete, It should
appear similar to that shown. Label each mark.

Sighting line

Parallel sighting line



Practice using your range fir der to measure the distance

to objects not more than 15rr away. Check your measure
ments with a meterstick. If thiv are inaccurate by more than

repeat Activities 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6.

03-4. Was your prediction in questioal 3-3 correct? As the
distance to an objut becomes greater, what happens to the
angle formed by tile sighting bar and the parallel sighting
line shown in Figvae 3-2?

Sighting
4 line

3-4. In question 3-3, the student snouid have
predicted that as the distance gets greater the
angle gets smaller. Whatever was predicted,
however, the student should now clearly see
this important relationship. The decreasing
size of the angle and the resulting difficulty
of accurate measurement become the limiting
factor In the use of the instrument.

Figure 3-2

Parallel sighting line
(parallel to the

sighting line)

Sighting bar

0 3-5. Suppose you lined up the sighting line and the sight-
ing bar of the range finder in Figure 3-2 on an object a long
way ...ff (like a distant tree). Would you expect the angle
between the sighting bar and the narallel sighting line to be
large or small?

Check your prediction by using your own range finder.
(Draw a parallel sighting line on your range finder if it will

help you.)
Select two very distant objects, one of which is farther away

than the othera distant tree and building perhaps. Use the
range finder to decide which of the objects is farther away.

03-6. Describe any problems you had in deciding which
object was farther away.

Well, by now you should have a good understanding of
how to use the range finder. It seems to work fine on short
distances but not so well for distances beyond about 15 m.
This may limit its usefulness for mea.suring great distances
like the distance to the sun. See if it will.

si

3-6 This is a good item to check the stu-
denrs understanding of the activities. A vari-
ety of answers are possible. Hoperilly. the
student will discover that the motion of the
sighting bar is sO small that little difference
can be seen in the two measurements This
is lust another way of saying that the sighting
angle is getting too small to measure accu-
rately with the instrument.

CHAPTER 3 27



IMPORTANT: Do not allow the studentP to
sight on the sun directly. Even though. there

, is a safety note to the student, a personal
- tiword from you might be in order.

--t

'

Safety Note Because of the danger of looking at the sun
directly, you must change slightly your method of sighting.
Instead of lining up bolts, you will try to line up the shadows
the bolts cast.

ACTIVITY 3-7. Set the range finder In a patch of sunlight so
that the shadow from the front bolt falls directly along the
sighting line.

416

4

ACTIVITY 3-8. Without moving the pegboard, move the sight-
ing bar until the shadow from its front bolt fails directly along
the bar.

3-7 It Is too far away to measure with the
range finder. Actually, the sighting bar should
be parallel to the sighting line. The angle
between two parallel lines (if there is such a
thing) is 0°. The angle has simply become too
small to measure.

28 CHAPTER 3

03-7. From the position of the sighting bar on your scale,
what can you say about the distance to the sun?

Clearly, you have a problem. There seems to be a limit
to the distance you can measure accurately with your range
finder.

One variable that limits the distance that can be measured
is the length of the range finder's base line.
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03-8. Suppose you lengthened the base line. Howwould
this affect the greatest distance you can measure with your
range finder?

The prediction in question 3-8 should have
been that lengthening the base line would
increase the greatest diatance that could be
measured Actually, the Increase would be
proportional to the increase in the base line,
because the slze of the sighting angle is the
critical thing, and the tangent of the angle Is
equal to the base line divided by the distance
to the object. Thus, for a given angle, an
increase In one factor would make a propor-
tional increase In the other. An experiment to
test this prediction .night involve shifting the

PROBLEM BREAK 3-1

r

I I Base line \\
Design an experiment to test the prediction you made in

question 3-8. In your Record Book, describe what you would
do and what measurements you would make. Check with

4 your teacher and then do the experiment. Record your results

and conclusions.

From your experiments, it should be clear that two varia-
bles limit the greatf:st distances that can be measured by your
range findif. The first is the length of the base line. The

second is the size of the smallest measurable angle between
the sighting bar and the parallel sighting line (the sighting
angle).

03-9. In Figure 3-3, how would increasing the base line
affect the size of the angle between the two sighting lines?

sighting bar on the range finder so that the
base line is longer. With the existing con-
figuration, It would be possible to shift the bar
so that the base line is twice as long. Meas-
urements could then be made of the effect on
the spacing of the marks on the scale. Wider
spacing (greater angular change) would be a
good indicator of greater distance potential.

Figure 3-3

..
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3-9 For a given distance to the object. an
increase In the length of the case !Me In-
creases the size of the angle.

CHAPTER 3 29



3-10. The angle would increase. For small
angles (which these are) the increase would
be proportional to the increase In the base
line.

Astronomers could make sightings from two observatories
that are hundreds or even thousands of miles apart. Figure
3-4 shows how this can be done,

03-10. If you switched from a simple range finder to the
system shown in Figure 3-4, what effect would this change
have on the angle?

Figure 3-4

With two observatories about 2,000 mites
part, ' angle formed by a point source on
the u. dS shown In figure 3-4, would be

. about . Four seconds is close to of a
degree. Of course, the sun Is not A point
source but, rather, a flaming bail about
865,000 miles In diameter.
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Modern instruments can measure angles of less than
1/1000 of a degree. To increase the base line, sightings of
the sun can be made from widely spaced observatories. But
even then, the angle turns out to be too small to measure
accurately. Unfortunately, the range finder just can't do the
job. You must find some other way to measure thc distance
to the sun. In the next chapter, you will search for a new
approach to the problem.

Meanwhile, you might like to know that the distance to
the moon has been measured by the range-finder method.

54
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The average distance to the moon is about 240,000 miles.
Knowing the distance to the moon makes it simple to find
the size (diameter) of the moon.

If you would like to measure the diameter of the moon,
Excursion 3-1 will show you a method that is simple. All
you need is a full moon, some time to sit still, and a watch.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 3 in your Record Book.

',".t

Pc

DIAMETER

Excursion 3-1 is of general Interest. As It re-
quires a full moon, which will not be In the
sky during school hours, it should be done at
home. And It need not take a great deal Of
time.

copic;i:i:6101

GET IT READY NOW POP CHAPTER 4

No new equipment need be prepared. The
activities call for students to use 3 beans or
other small objects on which to sight. Many
different things could be used. Large-headed
roofing nails stand up wail; thumbtacks would
do.

5 5
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

1 protractor
1 drawing compass
3 beans (or other small objects)
1 metric ruler

Measuring the
Distance to the Sun--
Another Approach

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

Starting with :he distance from Earth to Venus
as a base line the range-finder method can
be used to find the distance to the sun.

Chapter 4

Excursions 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, arid 4-4 are keyed Excursion 4-1 is a short general-interest ex-
to this chapter. ercise requiring no equipment. Ii is titled

"What's Radar?" arid affords some practice
In measuring distances by radio waves.

Some years ago, scientists discovered an interesting way to
locate objects at a distancethe use of radar. Using radar,
they could get good measurements of the distance to the
moon and to some of the planets. They found, for example,
that the planet Venus, when closest to the planet Earth, is
about 26 million miles away. If you are interested in more
information about using radar to measure distances, see Ex-

cursion 4-1.
The measurement of the distance to Venus has proved to

be useful. This distance can be used in determining how far
the sun is from Earth. Let's see how.

5

MAJOR POINTS

1. The sun is the center of the solar system.
2. Venus and Earth are planets in the solar
rystem and move in nearly circular orbits in
the same plane around the sun.
3. The Venus orbit is within the Earth orbit.
4. The angular speed of Venus is greater than
that of Earth; therefore, Venus and Earth are
constantly changing relative positions.
5. The angle between the lines of sight to two
bodies is called the sighting angle.
6. The largest angle between the Earth-Venus
line and the Earth-sun line occurs when the
Earth-Venus line just touches the orbit of Ve-
nus.
7. Using the largest sighting angle, the orbit
of Venus and the orbit of Earth can be drawn
to scale.
8. Knowing the minimum distance from Earth
to Venus. the distance from Earth to the sun
can be calculated from the scale drawing.
9. The distance to the sun is about 93 million
miles.

33
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Sighting line

Sighting bar

Figure '4-1 shows how the range finder that you used in
the last chapter works. Take a close look at the figure; then
answei question 4-1.

Object
Line of sight

1.0 Ot
00

00

.00
do0

Vghting angle
111.1M 01111 Ye OW te .

Figure 4-1

4-1. The base line Is too short; thus the sight-
ing angle Is too small to measure.

Notice that in Figure 4-2, the base line is not
perpendieular to the sighting line from Earth
to the sun This may confuse some students.
You may have to point out that it Is not neces-
sary for It to be perpendicular. and the
method MUl works as long as the sighting line
and the parallel sighting line are parallel.

Earth

co

FIgure 4-2

0.0

Parallel sighting line
. eta 00 OM MO

(D4-1. Why can't the range finder you used in Chapter 3
measure large distances?

Even the distance across Earth is too small a base for the
range-finder method to be used to measure the distance to
the sun. But suppose you ca- Id use the distance from Earth
to Venus as a base line (Figure 4-2).

04-2. Do you know how long this base line from Earth to
Venus is?

04-3. What other problems *would there be in using the
scheme diagrammed in Figure 4-2?

Venus

. tImir

S

Sighting line

00
00

00 00

00
00

Large sighting angle could be used
to find the distance to the sun.

Sun
.10 a* Imo

Parallel sighting line

5
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Obviously, you can't easily get to Venus to make a sigkting
of the sun. This alone makes the plan shown in Figure 4-2
imposale. But there is another way to make use of the
distance between Earth and Venus. It requires that you first
draw a model of the position of Venus in relation to Earth
and the sun. Column 2 of Table 4-1 and the activities that
follow will help you do this. Column 1 lists the assumptions
you are making as you dral your model.

4

P."44

The list of assumptions in Table 4-1 Is basio
to the solution of the problem. Some worth-
while small-group discussion might ensue on
the rationale for these assumptions. For in-
stance, what reasons do we have tor assum-
ing that the sun is at the center of the solar
system? that Earth and Venus revolve around
the sun? that Venus and Earth move in the
same plane?

Table 4-1

Assumption 4 (circular orbits): Tne orbit of
Earth varies from 94,600,000 miles to
91,400,000 miles from the eun, with a mean
of about 93 million miles. This is a variation
of less than 2% abov1c4Ad below the mean.
If this were accurately drawn as large as pos-
sible on a page in the Record Book, there
would only be a difference of about 6 mm
in the measurements, undetectable without
drawing instruments. Venus' orbit varies from
a circle even less.

Earth's orbit Venus' orbit

ACTIVITY 4-1. In the space provided In your Record Book,

use a compass to draw two circles as shown. Label the sun

and the two orbits.

ACTIVITY 4-2. Place a bean anywhere on each of the two
circles you've drawn. These will represent Earth and Venus.

Place another bean in the center of the circle to represent

the sun.

The use of beans I optional. Any small ob-
jects that the stud nts can sight on would be
satisfactory; for xample, small corks, peb-
bles, or pieces f wood.

CHAPTER 4 35
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Astronomers have known for many years that
Venus' orbit is within Earth's orbit, because
Venus ls always seen as a morning or evening
"star." It never gets farther then about 46°
from the sun and is never teen late at night,
as are Mars and Jupiter.

Venus here on day 1

4-5. Faster. The more obvious reference is to
angular speed. It travels one revolution (360o)
in 225 days while Earth requires more than
365 days to revolve around the sun. Not sd
obvious, and not important for the student to
know, is the fact that, being closer to the sun,
Venus also travels at a faster linear speed by
about 20%. Thus it not only has a shorter
distancelo go for one revolution, but travels
the distance at a faster rate as well.

36 CHAPTER 4

Now, use your modelthe beans and circlesto study the
relative motions of Venus an4 Earth. To do this, you will
have to add two more assumptions to your list:

1. Earth travels completely around its orbit once every
365i days.

2. Venus takes 225 days to make one complete revolution.

044. Suppose the planet Earth you just placed in orbit
made a complete turn around the sun. How f wctild Venus
have traveled in the same time? (Answer by drawing the new
position of Venus in Figure 4-3 ot your Record Book.)

*Earth here on day 1
and day 3651/4

4-4. Venus travels around the sun 365/225
times as fast as Earth does. This is 1.62 times
as faSt. Figure 4-3 should show Earth back in
the same position from which it started and
Venus making about 11; revolutions from its
starting point.

Figure 4-3

04-5. Does Venus travel faster, or slower, than Earth as it
moves around the sun?

The last activity gives you an idea of what the paths of
Venus and Earth are like. Your next problem is to visualize
what the motion of Venus would look like from.Earth. Once
again, ymir model can help you.

ACTIVITY 4-3. Arrange the beans as shown.

Unless the three beans are perfectly lined up, you can think
of them as three points of a triangle.

60



Move Earth and Venus beans to other points along their
circular orbits. Notice that the three beans always form a
triangle (except when they are lined up). (See Figure 4-4.) Figure 4-4

Imagine yourself standing on Earth looking at Venus and
the st.:n. Acti,ity 4-4 will help you visualize this.

ACTIVITY 4-4. Look from behind the bean representing Earth

along the paper toward the sun and Venus.

This sighting of the angle between the two
lines formed by the beans (or other objects)
is somewhat difficult, but important. You may
have to provide help ti some students.

lisO NOVO am& gme ONO .1. 4.1.11 .1110 0110 OOP =11* NOM 41.*

El4-6. What measurement could you make to describe the

position of Venus with respect to the sun?

Question 4-6 may not have been too easy. The angle
formed where line EV (the line of sight from Earth to Venus)
crosses line ES (the line of sight from Earth to the sun) can

be used to describe the position of Venus with respect to
the sun.
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ACTIVITY 4-5. Experiment by moving Earth and Venus until
you find the position at which the EV-ES angle is greatest.

I *(iJ Namur. this angle with a protractor. (See Excurdon 4-2 if
you don't know how to use a protractor.)

Excursion 4-2 provides help on the use of a
protractor. Protractors differ, and the student
may need practice on the particular kind that
is available, even thOugh he has Used one
previously.

The number of degrees in question 4-8 may
vary, but thls Is not important. More important
is the concept in question 4-7: tnat the angle
will be greatest when the line of sight to Venus
Just touches the orbit ^Arc le. Of course, the
angle will be smailt,4 (00) when the sun.
.Earth, and Venus are in a straight line.
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04-7. When, would the EV-ES angle be the greatest?

04-8. What number of degrees are there in the greatest
possible EV-ES angle?

04-9. When would the EV-ES angle be the smallest?

You should have seen that the greatest EV-ES angle occurs
when the line of sight from Earth to Venus just touches, but
does not cut, the orbit of Venus. (See Figure 4-5.)

'Figure 4-5 Venus' orbit

Earth's orbit

These lines cut
through the orbit

of Venus.

Earth

This line touches the orbit of
yenus, but does not cut through it.
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ACTIVITY 4-8. In the space provided in your Record Book,

draw a diagram of Earth's orbit the same size as you did for

Activity 41. But this time, draw thc., Venus orbit a different

size than before, keeping It smaller ban Earth's. Again find

the greatest EV-ES angle and measure it with a protractor.

04-10. How many degrees are there in the greatest possible

EV-ES angle this time?

D4-11. Does the gwatest EV-ES angle occur again where

the Earth-Venus line Just touches but does not cross the orbit

01 Venus?

Venus

Figure 4-6

Sun

: 4
N
41440

EV-ES angle

This activity and the toi,owing questions are
included to pro,,de additionril practice on the

concept of finding the greatest Sighting angle.

he orbits of raith and Venus are nct perfect

circles but, r:ither, slight;y elliptical. This

means that th.,re are points no the Earth orbit
where sightings to the Venus orbit can vary
by a numbei of degrees. For instance. if the
sighting is made when Earth is farthest c ut on

its ellipse and Venus is closest to the sun on

its ellipse the angle will he smaller than if

Earth is to the sun and Venus has
swung out bi its greatest distance But using
circular orbits of the average distances to the
sun as the blialunt is cluing, the greatest angle
is about 46 .

From this ru,:et on in the chaptnr. drawings
will be mtd' hi scale anti angles measured

accurately. he success of the distance
moasuremont,, to tho sun depends on these
accurate no:Asurements.

Measuring the real EV-ES angle is easy (see Figure 4-6).

Astronomers have found that the average grewest EV-ES

angle is 46 degrees. This figure can be used to find the dis-

tance from Venus to the sun.
But what does that have to do with measuring the distance

from Earth to the sun? That was the question that started

this discussion of EV-ES angles.

ACTIVITY 4-7. In the space provided in your Record Book,

draw a i51.cm diameter circle to represent the orbit of Earth.

Draw in akt Earth-sun (ES) line as shown.



up

Width --->

Scale: 1 'all = 4 ft

4-12. This diatance should be about 21 mm.

ACTIVITY 4-8. Using your protractor, draw In the Earth-Venus
(EV) line for the largest EV-ES angle (46 degrees).

Earth

From your earlier work, you know that the orbit of Venus
Must just touch, but nut cut, this EV line.

ACTIVITY 4-9. Using a compass, draw the orbit circle for
Venus. Remember, the circle should just touch, but not cut,
the sighting line. At the exact point where the sighting line
touches Venus' orbit, make a small dot and label it "Venus."

The location of the "Venus" dot .nay be tricky.
Geometrically, It Is on the perpendicular from

Earth the sun to the EV line.

The drawing you just made is a scale drawing of the actual
orbits of Venus and Earth. It can be used to determine the
distance from Earth to the sun. Before you do this, however,
be sure you know what a scale drawing is by doing the
following checkup.

CHECKUP

Here is a scale drawing of a packing crate.
1. How high (in feet) was the crate from which the scale

drawing was made?
2. How wide (in feet) was the actual crate?

Check your answers to this checkup on page 39 of Excur-
sion 44. Excursion 4-3, keyed by the checkup, is re-

medial on the title of scale drawings.

El 4-12. Measure on your scale drawing from Activity 4-7 the
distance between Earth and Venus when they are closest
together. This will be when Earth, Venus, and the sun are
lined up, and the EVES angle is 0 degrees. (See art in
margin on the next page.) Record this distance (in mm)
the bottom line of Table 4-2.

The distance you just measured in millimeters represents
40 CHAPTER 4 26 million miles (see Table 4-2).

6
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0443. By your scale, how many miles are represented by

each millimeter?
4161P-rf.

4-13. Each millimeter represents about
1,240,000 miles (26,000.000 21 =
1.238,095).

"rmirsir"t.7 Table 4-2

rPron' scale*:
Drawing (mm)

Actual
(miles)

r' enuctiohho sun

Distance, .to the'e

# Sim

c

04-14. Using your scale draWing from Activity 4-7, measure

(in millimeters) the distance from Venus to the sun and the

distance from Earth to the sun. Record your measurements
in Table 4-2.

You now have enough information fb complete the prob-
lem you started at the beginning of Chapter 3. From the
data in Table 4-2 and your scale, you can calculate th.e dis-

tance of the sun from Earth and also the distance of the sun

from Venus.

;1

e,

0445. Calculate the distance in miles from Venus to the
sun and from Earth to the sun. Record the results of your
calculations in Table 4-2.

A good check on your work is to see if the sum of your
actual Venus-to-sun distance and Earth-to-Venus distance
equals the Earth-to-sun distance. If the calculations of ques-
tion 4-15 proved difficult, Excursion 4-4 will help you.

If you've done your work well, you now have the informa-
tion you set out to find at the beginning of Chapter 3. You
now know the distance from Earth to the sun. Using methods

not too different from yours, astronomers have found the

average distance from Earth to the sun to be roughly 93

million miles. Do your results agree?

Before going on, do Self-EvaluatIon 4 In your Record Book.

.I.1111131/

5

4-14. Venus tol the sun: about 54 mm, which
equals 67 milOon miles at the scale deter-
mined in questions 4-12 and 4-13. Earth to the
sun: 75 mrri. $4nich gives 93 million miles at
the same soak/.

4111 Venus

28 million
miles

Angle = O.

+ Earth

Excursion 4-4 is a remedial excursion for
those having calculating troubles

4*:0:11;i41:.:01

GET IT READY NOVI FOR CHAPTER 5

There are several it.ims that must be supplied
locally. These int-axle pieces of cardboard
4 cm square alcf pieces 13 cm by 20 cm.
The cardboa,41 cacks from used tablets will
do very well You will also need single-edged
razor blades, sc,ssor.,, and a needle or other
Sharp cistrument for making a small round
hole

CHAPTER 4 41
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

1 telescoping tube with caps
1 piece cardboard, 13 cm x 20 cm
1 150.watt bulb and socket
1 meterstick
1 piece cardboard, 4 cm square

1 piece frostcd acetate. 4 Cm square
Tape

Per class

Scissors
Razor blade
Large needle or pin

How Big Is the Sun?
Excursion 5.1 is keyed to this chapter.

If at first you don't succeed, try, try aRain. That's the way
the old saying goes. Your first try at measuring the distance
to the sun wasn't successful. You couldn't get a base line
that was long enough to use the range-finder method. So then
you tried another approach, using the radar distance to
Venus. This time you got the job done.

In this chapter you will try to make another measurement
ii of the sun. This time you will try to find out how far it is

across the sun. Obviously, measuring the distance across an
object that is 93 million .miles away is a bit more t7omplicated

4 ill Pr .wir

40111-,
11,

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

The size of a distant object may be mu ctsured
by projecting its image on a screen and using
a simple mathematical relationship.

Chapter 5

MAJOR POINTS

1 An image of a bright object can tia pro-
jected through a pinhole onto a screen.
2 There is a mathematical relationship be-
tween size of object, size of Image, distance
from pinhole to object, and distance from
pinhole to image.
3 This relationship can be used to find the
diameter of the sun, when the distance to the
sun is known.
4 The sun is a huge body more than 100
times the diameter of the earth
5 It is possible to measure objeCts at great
distances.

Once the pinholes, acetate screens, and the
1-cm square holes in the 13 cm x 20 cm
cardboards are made, they can be used by
all the students. In the interest of economy,
accuracy, and safety (with the razor blade),
you may want to have the apparatus prepared
in advance. It so, you can follow the activities
on the next two pages.. In any case, the fol-
lowing hints on preparation may help.
1. Note that the cardboard disk and the
frosted acetate disk are cut to different sizes
because they tit into opposite ends of the
telescoping tubes. The cardboar; goes in the
smaller end, the acetate in the farger. Use
care in cutting so that they fit smoothly in the
appropriate cap without wrinkling
2 Use a large needle, pin, or a sharp pencil
to make the p.-'scle. Rotate tho point as it is
p.:Vsed g- --e orxit*t to 1,7et

a smooth. rounJ ho43
3 use care ui m.ithinO the i vitt stiusuos
the acetate Bil stile that thn Idiom ounts at
right angles
4 Be We that tho 1-Cin hulli 11 thu card-

board .s square and hnes up with the brightest
part ot the bulb when mounted
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Cardboard tube

191.1.

A larger pinhole allows more light to pass
through, giving a brighter image But a larger
pinhole also gives a fuzzier, less distinct
Image. With the sun at a great distance away,
thls fuzziness Is not pr-Jnounced, but with the
bright square from t,le light bulb as c, e as

44 CHAPTER 5
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than just layin& a ruler, next to it. But with a little thought
the job can be'done fairly easily. To make your measure-
ments, you anck a partner will need these materials:

1 cardboard sighting scope with frosted acetate screen
1 piece cardboard, 13 cm x 2Q cm with 1 cm2 hole
1 150-watt bulb and socket
1 meterstick

If the sighting scope has not been assembled, Activities 5-1
through 5-4 show you how to construct the sighting scope.
To do this, youlwill need:

I telescoping cardboard tube, 40 cm long with end caps
1 piece of thin cardboard, 4 cm2
1 piece frosted acetate, 4 cmz
1 pair scissors
1 sharp pencil

41110

ACTIVITY 5-1. Remove the smaller cap from the cardboard
tube. With a sharp pencil, trace the outside of the tube on
the 4 cm x 4 cm, piece of cardboard. Cut along the lines to
form a disk.

ACTIVITY 5-2. Make a smooth pinhole in the center of the
cardboard disk with a large needle or pin. Place this disk In
the cap and replace the cap on the tube.

it has to be, it is very difficult to get any sharp-
ness if the pinhole is made too large. The
maximum size should be a hole formed by the

7

=1....

point of a sharp pencil pushed u,
3 mm. That means that the hole will bog

Hole
Smaller tube cap; mm In diameter.

68



Prepare an acetate disk to fit in the larger cap.

ACTIVITY 5-3. Be sure you use a well-sharpened pencil to
mark off 1/2-cm squares on the frosted side of the acetate
disk. This must be carefully done. Place this disk in the tube
cap, with the frosted side out. (Your frosted acetate disk, by
the addition of the grid lines, has been made into what is
cow )nly called a screen.)

Va-om squares

Frosted
side out

If the cardboard (13 cm x `) cm) with the 1 cm2 hole is
available, skip to Activity 5-5.

ACTIVITY 5-4. Mark off a 1-cm square on a 13- x 20-cm
cardboard sheet In the position shown. Place it on something
flat that can be used as a cutting surface. With a razor blade,
remove the square, leaving a hole in the cardboard.

OM. WO.

1-cm square hole

ACTIVITY C-5, Tape the 13- x 20-cm cardboard in front of the
light bulb as shown. Be sure the brightest part of the bulb
is lined up with the square hole.

For what follows, you will need a level space behind the
bulb of up to 3 ft and about 2 ft in front of the bulb.

,9

Board taped
to socket

45



In order to see the square Image on the ace-
tate screen, It Is necessary to look straight
Into the screen. It helps If the screen Is In a
darker part of the room. You may want to use
large cardboard cartons as light shields
around the ends of the telescoping tubes.

Hole

As the light source Is moved away from the
pinfiole, the image will be much dimmer. It will
be even more imoortant to have the screen
protected from extraneous light.

With the telescoping tube at Its shortest
length, the distances for questions 5-1 and
5-2 should both be about 42 cm.

Figure 5-1

4

Image on
frosted screen
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ACTIVITY 5-6. Support the tube on books so that It is level
and pointing straight at the square hole. Have the tube at its
shortest length (small tube pushed In all the way). Gradually
move the light bulb and.cardboard away from the tube until
an Image of the square hole just fills 1 cm2 (4 squares) on
the acetate screen.

Tube at its
shortest length

image

Acetate
screen

05-1. What is the distance (in cm) from the pinhole to the
square hole in the card?

05-2. What is the distance (in cm) from the pinhole to the
screen (the length of the cardboard tube)?

If ycu have made careful measurements, you should have
found the distance from the pinhole to the screen to be about
the same as the distance from the pinhole to the square hole
in the card.

Now move the cardboard with t;ie square hole away from
the pinhole until only one square on the screen is filled with
the in- .,e. (See Figure 5-1.)

05-3. Now what is the distance (in cm) from the pinhole
to the square hole?

The new distance you just measured should be about twice
the distance from the pinhole to the screen.

05-4. How many times bigger is the distance across the
square.hole in the cardboard (1 cm) than the distance across
the image (i cm)?

Perhaps you are beginning to see some relationships here.
The distance from the pinhole to the screen and the size of
the image that forms are related. Although you may not see
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how as yet, you can use this relationship to msasure he size
of a bright object such as the 150-watt bulb. Let's ee how
this can bo done.

Here's the relationship you need

Distance across the object
Distance from the object to the pinhole

OM,

Distance from the pinhole to the screen

Here's an example of how the relationship can be used.

The distance from the pinhole to the square hole in the
cardboard is 84 cm. The distance from the pinhole to the
screen (the length of the tube) is about 42 cm. The width
of the image on the screen is cm. All of this is shown in
Figure 5-2.

X distance across the image

You may recognize this mathematical rela-
tionship as the modified lens formula:
Ho Do where Ho = size of object. Hi =
Hi DI
size of Image. Do distance from pinhole to
obajece.t, and Di = distance from pinhole to

cmDiStance across the = 84 X distance across
42 cmsquare hole the image
84 cm x cm
42 cm

= 2 x cm
1 cm

Now check to be sure that your answers to questions 5-1,
5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 fit .he relationship. For example, in order
for your answers to 5-1 and 5-2 to fit, they must be equal.
This is because the object and image width are the same
size at that setting.

Figure 5-2



150-watt Cardboard
bulb with hole

Figure 5-3B shows how you can calculate the distance
across the sun in the same way that you just calculated the
distance across the hole in the cardboard (Figure 5-3A). All
you 'need do is set up the sighting scope so that the pinhole
faces the sun. When the scope is lined up, the sun's image
will fall on the screen.

Hole Acetate
screen

4111111111111111116

0
Fe-- Distance A t.... Distance B--I

A

Figure 5-3
Even though there is a safety note for the
students, it might be wise to remind them that,

. although they looked directly into the screen
when getting the square image with the light
bulb, they should not use the same technique

' with the sun. However, the sun's image is so
much brighter :hat it can easily be seen with-
out looking directly.

48

the sun ...._

0

mage of
square hole

Hole Acetate
sc reen

0
Distance A Distance B .

Image
of sun

Safety Note Rementher, you slwuld never look directly at the
sun.

Once you've formed an image of the sun, you can get
everything needed to calculate the distance across the sun
by using the relationship. You've already measured the dis-
tance from the sun to the pinhole-93 million miles. Thus:

Distance across
93,000,000 miles

Distance from pinhole to screen
X distance across the image

Now you need to measure the width of the image on the
screen.

ACTIVITY 5-7. Point the pinhole end of t ie tube directly at

the sun as shown.
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ACTIVITY 5-8. Pull the two sections of the tube apart until
a sharp image of the sun formi on the acetate scree i. DO
NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT THE SUN.

Image
of sun

ACTIVITY 5-9. Adjust the tube until the image of the sun just
fits Inside one of the small 1 /2-cm squares on the screen.

. .jt should just touch the four sides of the square. Measure the
distance from the screen to the pinhole.

0 5-5. The distance from the pinhole to the screen is how
many cm?

Now you have all the data that you need to calculate the
distance across the sun by using the relationship.

Distance across
93,000,000 milesthe sun = x cm

Distance from pinhole to screen in cm

05-6. What is the distance across the sun in miles? (If you
make the calculation shown above, your answer will auto-
matically come out in miles because the centimeters cancel
out.)

You may have been surprised to learn how large the sun
'really is. Its diameter is greater in length than the diameter

'f4.7 of the moon's orbit around the earth. More importantly,
though, you should be beginning to realize that with careful

' thinking and a few measurements and calculations, astrono-
t.:mers can piovide answers that at first seem almost impossible

to get.
If you would like to make your own telescope and pet a

good look at the moon, do Excursion 5-1.
e-,.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 5 In your Record Book.

444.
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Image of sun
on screen

If the student has made careful measure-
ments, the distance from the pinhole to the
screen should be about 54 cm (question
5-5). Anywhere in the 62-58 cm range should
be considered adequate. The image of the
sun, though distinct, is fuzzy enough on .'.he
screen to make it difficult to exactly fit it into
one square. Using 54 cm. the distance across
the sun .(quesbon 5-6) becomes 861.000
miles. The diameter generally used in astron-
omy is 865.000 miles. An answer anywhere
between 800,000 miles and 900.000 miles
should be acceptable.

Excursion 5-1, "Moon Gazing." is a fun exer-
cise in which the student constructs a simple
t lescope not too unlike the one made by
Galileo.

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 6

Small pieces of cardboard and string will have
to be supplied locally. Students will also need
a sheet of white paper.

CHAPTER 5 49





ECIlliPMEMT LIST

Per student-team

I drawing compass
I metric ruler
1 lead sinker
1 50-cm piece of string
1 protractor

1 sheet of white paper
Masking tape
Cardboard
ScIssors

The Fiery Chariot
1; I

Excursions 6-1 and 6-2 are keyed to the
chapter, and Excursion 4-2 is rekeyed.

One of the myths told in ancient times desrxibed the man

as a flaming ball carried across the sky in a chariot drawn
,by f2ur horses. Since you formed an image of the sun on
a sereen in Chapter 5, you know that part of the myth is
in fact true the sun is a flaming ball.

111111
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But does the sun move across the sky') To y'ou, the ansxer
is probably a solid No because you know that the earth's
turning is what makes the sun appear to move. You may
also know that proving this is not so easy. lb sameone stand-
ing on the earth, the sun moving around an unnioing earth
would appear the same as the sun standing still with the earth
turning. A simple model can show you why.

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

The relative motion between the sun and an
observer is examined, and the effects of this
motion are studied.

Chapter 6

MAJOR POINTS

1 From observations of the apparent motion
of the sun, it is impossible to tell whether the
sun is moving and the earth is stationary or
the earth is rotating and the sun Is standing
still.
2. Tha apparent motion of the sun is through
3600 every 24 hours, or 15° per hour.
3 The time zones In use are based on this
apparant motion of 15 degrees per hour.
4 The apparent oath of the sun across the
sky changes from day to day.
5 Tha apparent speed of the sun can be
measured by the motion of the shadow that
it ca3ts.
6 The apparent speed of the sun is a very
large number of miles per hour.
7 Because of this extremely high speed, the
model thz,t the sun moves around the earth
each day is unlikely.
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18.8 cm

This circle is used and referred to in six
different places in the chapter. Therefore. it

ACTIVITY 6-1. ln the space provided in your Record Book,
draw a circle 18.8 cm across. In other words, the circle has
a radius of 9.3 cm, or 93 mm.

should be drawn carefully and accurately. The
measurement of the apparent speed of the sun
is dependent on the circle's dimensions.

ACTIVITY 6-2. Cut out two cardboard circles about 2 cm
across. Label one "S," for the sun, and the other "E," for
the earth.

v

1'
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ACTIVITY 6-3. Make a small dot at the edge of the earth. This
represents a person standing on the earth's surface.

ACTIVITY 6-4. Place the sun In the center of the circle you
drew In your Record Book. Then place the earth on the circle
as shown. Be sure that the "person dot" is In the positlo
shown.

ACTIVITY 6-5. Stick the point of your compass through the
center of the earth. You can think of thls point as the North

Pole.
Compass point

7



064. If you were the person standing on the earth in
Activity 6-4, would the sun appear to be overhead or on the
horizon? s..1. The sun would appear to be on the hori-

zon (actually, on the eastern horizon)

ACTIVITY 6-6. limn the earth around the compass point to

th. position shown.

06-2. Would the sun appear to be overhead to a person
standing at the dot?

06-3. How many degrees did you have to turn the earth
to get the sun overhead? (Hint: If you have trouble with
this question, see Excursion 4-2.)

ACTIVITY6-7. Keep turning the earth until It gets to the place
where, to a person at the dot, the sun would again appear

to be on the horizon.

064. Now how many degrees have you turned the earth
from where it started (in Activity 6-5)?

06-5. If you had been standing on the earth at the dot,
would the sun seem to have traveled across the sky from
one horizon to the other?

ACTIVITY6-8. Check your answer to question6-5by repeating
Activities6-6 and 6-7. Try to visualize what a person standing

at the dot would be seeing. It may help to crouch down as

shown.

6-6 360 It is .rnport3 n! th.4t the student ,;ee..;
r.ornect.on tetween the degrees :360)

and :;,e r;outs (241

. that Excursion 4-2, "Angles and Protrac-
ors, is rekeyed here for remedial purooses

06-6. If you were to keep turning the earth until it got back
to where it started, through a total of how many degrees
would it have turned?

As you know, one complete turn of the earth represents
one day, or 24 hours.



Problem Break 6-1 Is difficult. Encourage stu-
dents to really work on It. They should be able
to Suggest a variety ot ways, with and without
apparatus, that would show a changing path.
One would be the change in the length of a
shadow Ca St by a vertical object. Anothar
would be the changing position on the hori-
zon of a sunrise or Sunset as seen from a fixed
point. The greatest day-to-day change can be
noted In the spring and fall; the least change
occurs during the summer and winter.
The short explanation called for is the more
difficult part. The apparent path of the sun
across the sky is a little different each day
because of the earth's rotation on its axis and
Its revolving around the sun in its orbit. With
the axis of the earth tilted at 231° from per-
pendicular, the sun seems to travel on a circle
called the ecliptic. It changes its position on
tne ecliptic about 1° per day, thus passing
through the 360° of the circle in 365 days.

Note that for a moving earth, the rotation is
counterclockwise, but for a moving sun, the
motion is clockwise.
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ACTIVITY 6-9. Now' reverse the positions of the earth and the

sun on the circle. Be sure that the "person dot" faces upward

06-7. With the earth and the sun in theposition shown in

Activity 6-9, would the person see the sun overhead, or on

the horizon?

as shown.

ACTIVITY 6-10. Move the sun along the circle to a point where

it would appear to be overhead to the person. Then continue

to move the sun to a point where It would appear to be on

the horizon.

06-8. How many degrees did you move the sun to make
it appear overhead to a person at the dot?

0 6-9. How many degrees did you have to move the sun to
make it appear to move from one horizon to the other?

Now 'think about what a person at the dot would have
seen in the case of the earth turning, and in the case of the

sun moving around the earth. In both cases, the sun would

appear to move around the earth. In both cases, the sun
would appear to rise from one horizon and to set behind
the other!

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

How good an observer are you? You can tell by the answer

you give to this question: Is the apparent path of the sun
across the sky the same every day?

Of course, the sun doesn't leave a trail in the sky so that

you can see any change in path. But there should be some

way that you could observe a change if there is any. In your

Record Book, describe an observation that you could make
with simple apparatus that would show conclusively v. hether

the apparent path of the sun across the sky is the same every
day. If you decide that the path changes, give a short ex-
planation of why this is so.

18



As was said earlier, it isn't so easy to prove that the earth
is turning rather than the sun moving around it. Suppose
the sun actually does move around the earth while the earth
stands still. Because it is far away, it would have to make
a very long journey each day. It would have to travel very
fast to make it in just 24 hours. You can get a goo,' idea
of the speed i must have to make the trip. You only need
a few simple things. But you will have to have an hour of
sunlight.

If you don't have a full hour ahead of you in this class,
read ahead to see what has to be done. Then plan a time
when you can do the activity. If you have some spare time
now, this would be a good time to do Excursion 6-1 and find

. out about "The Night That People Lost 10 Days." No equip-
ment is needed.

Got a sunny day and a full hour? Then let's find out how
fast the sun would have to be to go around the earth each
day. Get the following items:

I lead sinker
1 50-cm piece of string
1 protractor
1 2-inch piece of masking tape or cellophane tape
1 sheet of white paper

Tie the string to the lead sinker. Make an X with your
pencil in the center of' the paper. Take everything outdoor\
or to a windowsill where the sun will shine fbr at least an
hour.

ACTIVITY 6-11. Tape your piece of paper to a flat surface in
full sunlight. Then hold the sinker exactly over the X you drew
on the paper. Draw a short line along the shadow of the string
on the paper. Jot down the exact time.

inay be poToole for the student to use a ring
stand or other vertical support fr om which to
hang tho sinker on the string It could then
remain motionless for the time period, and the
beginning and ending positions could be
marked.

The constrain; tor an hour of surifight may not
be realistic. considering the length of an
average class period Activity 6-12 on the next
page modilies the instructions to allow the
.1se of half an hour_

44*:(siAl. ;I: k11
Excursion 6-1 1., a gool ono for goner al inter-
rest and ex tenform. and it provides some back-
ground on the calendar.

String and sinker

7 ape

Shadow

Mark
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After 1 hour:

2nd mark

After 1/2 hour:

Measure this angls.

6-10 This answer (and some later ones that
depend on it) may vary with geographic loca-
tion, time of year, and time of day. An accept-
able answer would be between 100 and 20°.

Figure 6-1
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s t mark

Shifted
2nd mark

ACTIVITY 6-12. Exactly one hour later, hold the string as you
dld before, and once again mark the shadow. (Note: If you
do not have a full hour available, use 1/2 hour and double
the distance of the 2nd mark from the 1st mark.)

ACTIVITY 6-13. Take your paper back to your desk. With a
ruler, draw straight lines from the X along each of the shadow
marks. Measure the angle between the lines with a protractor.

06-10. How many degrees are in the angle formed by the
two shadow lines?

Now try to apply what you have just done to the model
you built earlier. Figure 6-1 diagrams what would have
happened if the person standing at the dot in Activity 6-10
had been holding a sinker as you did.

Notice in Figure 6-1 that as the sun moves, the shadow
of the string moves too. This suggests that measuring the
distance that the shadow moves in a given time could tell
you how fast the sun would have to move. Let's find out
if it will.

1st measurement 1 hour later

(1



In Activity 6-1 you drew a circle with a raJius of 93 mm.
This sip was chosen to make your next set of calculations
easy. Think of a distance of 93 mm as representing the dis-
tance of 93 million miles from the earth to the sun.

06.-11. How many miles does each mm represent?

ACaNITY 6-14. On the circle you drew In your Record Book,
draw an angle like the one you measured In Activity 6-13. Use
your protractor and a sharp pencil. Label the *vie As shown.

,

If the apparent path of the sun were on the
celestial equator every day Instead of con-
tinually on a different path in the sky, then the
shadow motion in one hour would be 15°.
With this changing path across the sky, the
apparent speed of the sun also changes dur-
ntg the different hours of the day. Thus, the
angle measured in Activity 6-13 will affect the
answers for questions 6-13, 6-14, and 6-15
below.

The statement is made that when the angle
is small, you can use a ruler to measure the
distance from 1 to 2 (measure the chord In-
stead of the arc). For your information, for
an angle of 15°, the arc is less than. of 1%
larger than the chordan amount too small
to detect with a ruler.

T

. .

06-12. The distance between 1 and 2 shows how far the
sun appears to travel in how long?

Using the distance between 1 and 2, you can calculate how
far the sun would h&ve to travel in one hour if it goes around
the earth in one day.

You can't measure a curved line ac uratcly with your ruler.
But when the angle is small, the distance between two points
along a curve is not too different from the distance along
a straight line. This means that you can use a millimeter ruler
to pet a good estimate of the distance between 1 and 2.

6-13. 16 mm to 32mm
6-14 16,000,000 mi to 32,000.000 nu
6-15 16 million mph to 32 million mph

0 6-13. What is the distance in mm from point 1 to point 2?

06-14. Using the scale you determined in iiiestion 6-1 1,
what is the distance in miles that the sun would have had
to travel?

06-15. What would its speed in miles per hour have to be? CHAPTER 6 57



As a comparison, the orbital speed of Mer.
Cury, which is the fasteSt traveling planet. is
about 106,000 miles per hour. Fastest orbital
speed for a Satellite in circular orbit around
the earth is about 17,000 miles per hour
Both of these speeds are tiny compared to thc
calculated Speed of the sun.

6-10. The speed of a point or. the equator is
about 25,000 Wes in 24 hours, or slightly
more than 1,000 miles per hour.

If the earth turns through 360° in .?4 hours,
then it turns 15° per hour. This is me average
number of degrees the surf appears to travel
in an hour. The students' answers -s-ouid
indicate that the time zones, one hour n
d,fference, are roughtiy 15° in width. The
continental U. S. is about 60° across (67 W
latitudg to 125° W latitude) and there are '1
time zones: Eastern, Central. Mountain. and
Pacific. Each is approximately 15° wide, al-
though the width varies -.)mewhat to accom-
modate state boundaries

Your answer to question 6-15 should he a very large num-
ber. In fact, the speed is many, many times greater than that
of any satellite ever put into orbit. And it is far greater than
the calculated speed of other planets and most stars. There-
fore, the model that the sun moves around the earth each
day is very unlike:y.

06-16. Can you think of a way to calculate how fast the
earth is turning? (Hint: The distance around the earth is

25,0)0 miles.)

PROBLEM BREAK 6-2

,You know that the apparent risnig and setting of' the sun
is caused by the earth's making, one complete turn on its
axis in 24 hours. You know that there are 360 degrees in
a circle, or in one turn the eorth. Using this information,
you can II ,ure the number of degrees that the sun appears
to travel in one hour.

t---- hr
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? Degrees

Vr hat Is the relationship between the number of' degrees
that the sun travels in one hour and the time zorws that we
use? i-or example. why is the time in New York different
from the time in Chicago. and ihe time in Denver different
from the time in Los Angeles? Write your explanation in
your Record Book.



You have seen that your daily observations of the sun do
not tell you whether it, or the eanh, is moving. Because
you've been told, you know that the earth is turningthe
movement of the sun is just an illusion. Even so, it is more
comfortab:e to say tha: the sun is "rising" or "setting" than
to say the earth is turning. It feels quite natural and okay
to say the sun moves across the sky.

Many scientists of oid thought man lived in a sun-centered
-.ystem. Others claimed that the universe was eat th-centered.
To find out how Galileo resolved this debate, do Excur-
ckra 0-2.

ce ell. going on, do Self-Evaluation 6 In your Record Book.

Excur-don G-t) Is tor extension aoct general
interest and hes the student follow Galileo's
logic in solving the Problem of the model of
the solar system

4704:(9:114:;:i.r.e: 0 I

No advance preparations need De made for
Chapter 7.
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3.

EQUIPMENT

None

On Your Own
Excursions 7-1 and 7-2 are keyed to this
Chapter.

.

At the beginning of this unit, you set out to investigate the
way astronomers get information about celestial objects. You
now should have a pretty gcod idea of the way they work.
By using sun-energy measurers (pyrheliometers) and photo-
graphs of spectra, and by calculating angles, astronomers can
make quite remarkable measurements.

In this last chapter you will be given a chance to apply
a few of the astronomers' techniques on your own. Your first
investigation will help you wrap up your study of the sun.

Back in Chapter 2 you learned that the sun procuces the
same effect on your sun-energy measurer as does a 50-watt
bulb held a few centimeters from it. However, you never
really found out how many watts ..of power the sun has.

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

dare fandii.

The student finally uses data he gathered in
Chapter 2, with the distance to the sun in
Chapter 4. to find the sun's power He then
uses techniques from other chapters to solve
some individual problems in astronomy.

Chapter 7

MAJOR POINTS

1 The power of the sun at a distance of 93
million miles Cii.1 be compared to the power
of a light bulb at a short distance
2. The power required ie produce a pal ,icular
heating ettect on an object must be four times
as much when the distance from the power
source to the object is doubled.
3. If power vanes as the square of the dis-
tance. then the power of the sun can be com-
puted in terms of a 50-watt bulb.
4 The power (wattage) of the sun is a huge
number.
5 Using obser ed spectra and pyrheliometer
readinr;s. and given the distances to stars, a
cumparison can be made of their power and
composition
6. The maximum sighting angle of Mercury
can be used to find the shortest distance from
the earth to the planet
7 The passage of a planet such as Mercury
across the face of tne sun, as viewed from the
earth, is called a transit.
8. Data from a transit and from other known
distances can be used to determine the diam-
eter of the rflanet
9. Astronomers use other tools besides tele-
scopes

"This chapter ca!is for application by the stu-
dent of the various concepts encountered
daring the unit Due to the lack of equipment
usage and experimental activities. there is a
danger that the work wi!l be taken too lightly.
and rapidly pze,sed over Guard against tms;
The chapter can be thu -frosting on the
cake
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Excursion 7-1. "Power," is remedial-review
This is reafly the first place that the student
is expected to understand the difference be-
tween energy and power. Encourage students
to do the Short excursion.

1*:(03;;;=,,r8140

Osaestion 7-1 refers the stude.,t to question
2-21 foi an answer. This is just one example
of the need to use all the preceding chapters
in working on this one. Of course, the prev--
ous answer may have been incorrect, and yuu
may want to check for this ft shou!a have
been 200 watts As the distance is doubled.
(20 cm to 40 cm) the wattage 'ncrea'es as
the square of the difference. 2- 4. 4 A 50
watls 200 watts

7 2 As rrid,cated itO ii. yuo must nt,pt,p1
the ,attage by four it th-e stuoent
this on the ha.,rs of prevJus work. tn,s ques-
tion, the tol!nwing pxagraph. dnd Figure 7-1.
you may have to spend some time on the

concept
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To see how you can measure its power, you need to think
of the sun as a great big light bulb 93,000,000 miles from
the earth. To figure out how many watts that hig, sun bulb
has, N.01.1 need to know an important relationship. You need
to know. how distance affect\ the amount orlioht cominv, from
a far object. You have a big clue to that relationship from
Chapter 2. (Do you know what power is? Look over Eur-
Won 7-1.)

In Activity 2-12, 1,v1i tOund (tut the effect of a 50-wau bulb
,our pyrheliometer. You raced the bulb 20 cm from the

pyr-hchometer and observed a certain temperature change.
In Activity 2-13, you moved the littht socket to a distance
of 40 cm from the p\rheliometel. You then found YIfl how

many watts were needed to produce the same effect that had
been caused by the 50-watt bulb at 20 cm.

Ilow many watts at 40 cm produced the same effect
on your sun-energy measurer as did a 50-watt bulb at 20
cm? (See your answer to question 2-21.)

.
;7-2. \\ hen ykru doublc Ow Ik.l,talice nom the pilichometel

thi. 11211( s)urce. what must \on ujut lo the total ttattaIc
or the bulb to keep the stlll-enel;2% rcadii .2. the
same?

did WM' V. ell_ %OH HOW kIlliV 11,)%k ill-
cred,in;2. di,tanee :dice:, the amouni comnill I rom

a soulo..e. When the distance trom lit ohect to a ho21n sokirce

Is doubled. the po:Ner kit the lit.ht suillici niti,t his.. tour tun...,

greater if the sailIe aIllount ul hLEht IN 11, I etidl the
(See 1 hLuie 7-i.)
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k----- 2 x distance A

4 x R watts R watts

Distance A

This relationship plus your earlier data is all that you need
to know in order to measure the wattage of the sun. Table
7-1 suggests one way to do this.

"wIr".." 4,111stfono,,mirf one> 07

asured bistancc
(Sample)'e

,
tV.

-4;

-*,
Wattage

Figure 7-1

Tabl6 7-1

1Oicm
20:cm.;

, .

40cm

93 million miles

501.
200

8

. 3 200
se; ;t 12,800,.

The person who made Table 7-1 simply kept doubling the
distance an imaginary bulb was from a sun-energy measurer.
To keep the light received the same each time, he kept
multiplying the wattage of the bulb by 4. If he were to keep
doing thiS until the distance became 93 milliun miles
(15,000,000,000,000 cm), he would have found the wattage
of the sun.

1" you have a lot ol time to spare, you might like to try
the approach taken in Table 7-1. Another way to do the same
thing is described in Excursion 7-2, "Using. Squares to Meas-
ure Distance." Although shorter, it involves slightly more-
difficult mathematics. Use one of these two methods to cal-
culvte the sun's power in watts. If vou decide to use the
longer method described in Table 7-1, you may lind the
following check list helpful.

I. Make two columns on a ,heet 4 lined paper.
2. Label the left-hand column "bistance" and the right-

hand column "Wattage."

There is nothing wrong with this method of
doubling distance and quadrupling wattage as
shown in the table And actually the doubting
gets to 15,000 000 000,000 cm qinte rapidly.
A total of 40 to 43 entries will do itless than
two sheets et paper The checklist that is
given mil ilelp be sure that the student stwts
wan the actual distance (question 2-18), and
riot with the 10 cm as shown in the sample
table.

The more mathemat Cady inch:lea students
may want to wit?. Excursion 7-2 for extension
It is defin;teiy iporter than nle 43-entry fable.
hut requires an understanding of the law of
,quares
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As you can SWIMS% it is not likely that the
student will reach exactly 15.000,000,000,000
cm as indicated in step 6 For example, the
40th entry may be some number like 11.446.
337,208,320 cm for distance, and 16,914,575,
040,808.832,043,827,200 for wattage. Another
doubling of distance for the 41st entry will
give 22,892,694,416,640 cm for distance and
67.658.300,163 ',328,172 for wattage. The
40th entry was too low by 3,653,662.791,680
cm, and the 41st entry was too high The
student can (a) say that the wattage of the sun
lies between the 40th and 41st entries, or (b)
estimate how much greater the wattage is
than the 40th entry and use that figur e. or (c)
interpolate by saying that the amount by
whieh the 40th entry was too low represents
pt of the way toward the 41st entry and take
that part of the wattage difference between
the two entr.es

7-3 The actual figure tne student gets is not
too important, but, for your information. tho
sun's power is about 370 000.000,000.000,
000,000,000.000 watts (that s 3 7 x 100.

Figure 7-2
Spectrum of ISCS-A

3. At the top of the left column;, write in the distance in
cm from question 2-18 of C apter 2. Opposite this
number, in the right-hand colu n, write in 50 Watts.

4. Double the distance in the left-hat d co'umn and write
the new distance under the first. lultitily the 50 W in
the right-hand column by 4, and vte the new wattage
(200) under the 50. ,

5. Keep doubling the disv)...ce number in the left-hand
column. Each time, multiply the wattag number in the
right-hand column by 4.

6. Continue doubling the left-hand numbers until you
reach 15,000,000,000,000 cm. In eacll.case, multiply the
number in the right-hand column by 4.

7. The last number in the right-han9l column, opposite
15,000 000,000,000 cm, is the estinaated wattage of the
sun.

07-3. What is the wattage of the sun?

Now you should test your ability to use some of' the other
techniques you have learned. For the first exercise, you will
be given spectroscope data for two stars, ISCS-A and ISCS-B.
Your task is to interpret this information to find out as much
as you can about the stars. From it, you should be able to
say something of the way the two stars compare in ...omposi-
;ion, distanc and power.

Figure 7-2 shows the spectra observed when the light from
ISCS-A and ISCS-B passed through a spectroscope. It also
shows the s.. :nal lines of some common elements. Look
at the spectra carefully. They and Tables 7-2 and 7-3 contain
all the information you need to finish this first exercise.

Spectrum of ISCS-B

helium
H = hydrogen
Ca = calcium He H 1-/

Spectral Lines of Selected Common Elern .s

He

I I I 1

He Cd Ca
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"4 Distance from the Earth

.4. ISCS-A 50,000,000,000,000 miles, or 8,000,000,000,000,000,000 cm:

ISCS-B 25,000,000,000,000 miles, or 4,000,000,000,000,000,000 cm

L:..

Energy Data.

Sun-Energy Measurer Reading

1SCS-A 19.9° C

t ISCS-B 34.6° C

Reading in shade 5.2° C

. In your Record Book, record your conclusions about
the tw stars. Then give a brief explanation of the way you
reached the conclusions.

Your written discussion should include a comparison of
the two stars in terms of their power and the elements they
contain. Try to get other information about the two stars if
you can. You will probably want to review Chapters 1, 2, and
7 as you do this activity.

Table 7-2

The major heortr,t to ow !,r,lar system is
about 2,.000.000.000,000 rhiles away which
matche,.. tu do,tance t ItiCS.R It it; the triple
I-Aar Alpha C'1;t:11:1 about
matches in o.stalice tne igntubt star
in the sky'

Table 7-3

The pyrht,!Ini,..tr.r wnuid i t have to be
illounted at thi.. theol, ot a larrir. ;.105COpe in
Ordur to get ,iy uneigy reading:.

h t,rn the !.1.aCir a. trle Studt:;it snould conclude
Obit ,tor A r ohtams thij ulf.ripnt.2, holiurn and
hydrogvn iind star B clf ltd IllS nydrogu.,11 and

co:cluin V inin the dy,larmt: t.:Wrgy data.
f..turier.ts !hat A is twice

tar aw.iy iv. stir B. that thy enurqy :
twin Stir twe.c 3'; rt:aun as ,t"
hr.,tn star A, and that thr,rctore tho power of

A is rp. aler than tht of star B It the two
..taiS had t:u sione powN st.Ir A ,...c:ufd have
Produced oHy ,th much Ici:11. ratnrc change
as star B. stdr A fa away
it'.stead as much. !,;),:.11 A must

greatt.:'
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MEASURING
THE DISTANCE
TO MERCURY

Using the maximum angle of 28° and the
method of Chapter 4. the sun-to-Mercury Hic-
twte comes out about 42.8 million miles.
Subtracting tois from the Earth-sun distance.
93 million miles, gives about 50 million miles.
(question 7-5\ Actually, the orbit of Mercury
is much more elliptical than that of Earth or
Venus, and its distance from the sun varies
from 28.5 million to 43.5 million miles.

MEASURING
THE SIZE OF
MERCURY

A transit of Venus is a much finer sight be-
cause Venus Is both closer and larger than
Mercury However, this event is rather rare.
and the next transit of Venus will not occur
until the year 2004.

66 CHAPTER 7

Your next problem is to determine the shortest distance from
the earth to the planet Mercury. You can use a procedure
similar to that used in Chapter 4 to find the distance to the
sun. You may assume that the earth and Mercury both move
around the sun in circular orbits. You know that the ea:th
is approximately 93 million miles from the sun, and that the
maximum sun-earth-Mercury angle is 28°. Figure 7-3 illus-
trates this. With it and the data given, you should be able
to solve the problem. Make your ob.ervations and record
your findings in your Record Book.

Ej7-5. Record your calculation of the shortest distance from
Mercury to the earth.

Figure 7-3

Earth

8-3 million miles

Mercury

Every few N ears the sun, the earth, and Nlercurv line up
perfectly, with Mercury between the sun and the earth. This
is shown in Figure 7-4.

Figure 7-4

Earth

Nearest
distance

Mercury

When this happens, astronomers can photograph Mercury
as it psses :cross the lace of the sun This is called a tramit
Such a transit was observed in (970. and there will be :mother
in 1973. in 19M. and in 1993. Figure 7-5 shows Mercury
crossing the still.

.j
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Perhaps you see how this information can be used
terrnine the diameter of Mercury.

Suppose, during a transit of Mercury, the apparent size
of the planet was measured to be 24 as wide as the sun that
it was crossing. Find the diameter of Mercury, using the
following data you have already worked out:

I. The distance to the sunfrom Chapter 4
2. The size of the sunfrom Chapter 5
3. The nearest distance from the earth to Mercuryyour

answer to question 7-5

to de-

07-6. Record the diameter of Mercury in your notebook.

For lack of time and better equipment. you have not used
to the fullest the measuring techniques you've learned. By
looking at spectra, astronomers can determine such things
as the speed of moving objects, as well as their temperature
and com-osition. Mathenlatics can be used to produce many,
many otiier kinds of dL Awe measurements.

0

Figure 7-5

The diameter of Mercury can be found by
proportion, using the data given below, as
fellows:
Diam. of Mercury Distance to Mercury

_ . . =
diam. of sun Distance to sun

Diem. of Mercury 50,200,000 rm

;<76-65,06-0-rni .9:06676-66 rr-T

50,200,000 x 4325 miDiem. of Mercury =. _
93,000,000

Diam. of Mercury = 2,335 mi

The accepted value for the diameter of Mer-
cury is about 3.000 miles The computed di-
, eter compares favorably, and if the mean
distance from Mercury to the sun of about 36
million miles had been used, it would have
made the distance from the earth to Mercury
about 57 million miles. and the diameter
would have come even closer to the accepted
figure
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It will probably come as no surprise to you
that there are very few astronomers who
spend much time looking through big tele-
scoRet. Instrumentation and photographic
techniques have made great changes in the

art of astronomy.

Most people think of astronomers as constantly looking

through big telescopes. Although the telescope is certainly

important for gathering information about stadand planets,

it is by no means the astronomer's only tool. In recent years,

new ways of studying the heavens have been used. Not long

ago, for example, it was discovered that some stars and

groups of stars give off radio waves. By studying these waves,

radio astronomers are locating objects that were unknown

only a few years ago.
If you've done your work well, you now realize that a lot

of work involves only a pencil, a piece of paper, and, most

importantly, a lot of hard thinking. Of course, a computer

comes in handy.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 7 in your Record Book.
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Excursions

Do you like to take trips, to try something different, to see
new things? Excursions can give you the chance. in many
ways they resemble Chapters. But chapters carry thP main
story line. Excursions are side trips. They may h, iou to
go further, they may help you go into different or
they may just be of interest to you. And some excursions are
provided to help you understand difficult ideas.

Whatever way you get there, after you finish an excursion,
you should return to your place in the text material and con-
tinue with your work. These short trips can be interesting
and different.
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EQUIPMENT LIST

3 pegboard backs
1 10-cm length of nichrome wire
1 petri dish or baby-food jar
1 alcohol burner

1 spectroscope
1 small container of water
1 150-watt bulb in receptacle
1 small pinch of NaCI

Those Strange

Dark Lines
This is an extension excursion requiring
careful observation.

PUR POSE

To allow the student to observe the absorp-
tion, or darkline, spectrum of sodium.

Excursion 1-1

Your work in Chapter I introduced you to bright-line spectra.
Now perhaps you'd like to meet the black sheep of the
spectral family. If so, start right in.

Safety Note Remember not to look directly at tlw Jun as you
do the activities that follow.

MAJOR POINTS

The dark lines that cross the spectrum of
the sun are in the same positioi. as the bright
lines in the spectra of certain elementt..
2 F..)dium vapor r.an subtract the yellow lines
from the spectrum Of a bulb.

To keep from ovor frustrating a student, it
would probably be wise to make it clear that
the Paunhofer lines are extremely difficult W.-
observe, and there is a. possibility that they
will not be seen
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ACTIVITY 1. Once again, use the spectroscope to study a
bright spot of sunlight reflected from a piece of white paper.
Look very carefully to try to locate a few dark lines in the
spectrum. Do not look directly at the sun.

Sunlight/ // // /
/// It is poss.::'" (but not probable) that the stu-/// dent may see most or all of thi- 8 most promi-

nent dark lines in the solar :,uectrum. They/ / s.re found in the following positions. (A) deep/ / red; (B) red; (C) red-orange, (ID) ye:lowthese
are the sodiurii lines; (E) green; (F) blue-/ green; (G) blue-violet; (H) deep violet.kk(\

Fit In the space provided in your Record Book, sketch any
dark lines you observe. (If you don't see any lines after
looking very closely, leave the space blank.)

Did you have difficulty seeing the dark ;Ines in the spec-
trum of the sun? Don't tel too had. Not only did some of
the great scientists in the past not sec the lines in the sun's
spectrum, but some who did see the lines disregarded them.
For example, one good scientist thought they were merely
the boundaries between the various colors.

For your information, tne good scientist men-
tioned here as William Hyde Wollaston. emi- I
nent English chemist and physicist. He first 4
observed he lines in 1802.

Joseph von Fraunhofer

Joseph von Fraunhofer 0 787-1826; -.as a
Gerrnan pnysic.st and opticai-mstr i. nem
maker He is credited with the invention (-! the
diffraction grating that is used on the spec-
troscope
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The dark lines that cross the spectrum of the sun were
first investigated by Fraunhofer in 1814. He measured but
couldn't explain the positions of a great many of them. The
lines are now called Fraunhojer lines in Fraunhofer's honor,
but their explanation v as the product of another great scien-
tist, Kirchhoff.

It was found that these dark lines on the spectrum were
in exactly the same position as the lines in the bright-line
spectra of certain elements. The dark lines are believed to
be caused when light from the sun's surface passes through
the gases in the atmospheres of the sun and the earth. Fig-
ure I shows a comparison between the two kinds of lines.

, The spectrum of the light from the sun has been photo-
aphed, and the positions of the dark lines noted. These

lines have been compared with known spectral lines. In this
way the astronomer has been able to predict what elements
the atmosphere of the sun contains.

Gustav Robt:It Kurchhotf (1824-18h7) also
was a German physicist. He is perhaps best
known for his Law ot Thermal Radiation and
his for calculating currents in electrical
networks.

Figure 1

You can do a simple experiment that will let you see
Fraunhofer lines of the element sodium. You will
following equipment:

3 pegboard hacks
I niehrome wire, 10 cm long
1 petri dish
1 alcohol burner
1 spectroscope
1 small container of water
1 150-watt bulb in parallel-circuit receptacle
I small pinch of NaC1

the
need the

A container, such as a babv-f..io,l tar. may he
used instead of the petri dish. Likewise. the
nichrome wire that was used witn the NaCI
in Chapter 1 may be used here instead of
making a new one

Fraunhofer lines in
sun's spectrum

Bright lines in
He hehum spectrum

Bright lines in
hydrogen spectrum
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02. In the space provided, draw your predicted position of
the dark lines of the Na spectrum. (Hint: What did you find
for the bright-line spectrum?)

Figure 2

60 cm

150-watt bulb

Alcohol lamp

NaCI

..".""
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Take your equipment to a place where the bulb can he
plugged in. Figure 2 below shows how the bulb, alcohol
lamp, and spectroscope will be arranged after you have
completed Activity 3. A corner formed with two pegboards
and a third placed on top serves as a shield for the light.

ACTIVITY 2. Plug in the 150-watt bulb. Support the spectro-
scope with books. Adjust the height of the books so that the
spectroscope is pointing straight at the bright part of the bulb.
The bulb should be about 60 cm from the closer end of the
spectroscope.

ACTIVITY 3. Turn off the 150-watt bulb. Place the alcohol
burner close to the end of the spectroscope. Dip the nichrome
wire into water and then into the NaCI. Then hold it In the
flame, avoiding the wick. You should see the yellow sodium
lines clearly through the scope. Adjust the height of the burner
If necessary.



0

414Nw,

Water

Nichrome
wire

Alcohol
NaCI lamp

After you have completed Activity 3, you should be able
to see the bright continuous spectrum from the bulb when
it is turned on, and the bright yellow lines from the NaCI
flame when the bulb is oil, without having to move the

spectroscope. Make the necessary adjustments until you can.

ACTIVITY 4. Twist the end of the nichrome wire so that It will
hold more salt (NaCI) in the flame. Dip it into water to moisten

it and then Into the NaCI.
Nichrome wire

ACTIVITY 5. Turn on the light. Light the alcohol burner. While

you are looking through the spectroscope, have a helper put
the nichrome wire with the NaCi into the flame. Look at the
spot where the bright yellow lines appeared before.

Nichrome
wire



With proper (and much more sophisticated)
equipment, a dramatic demonstration of
dark-line spectra can be done. Light from a
carbon arc, after passing through a series of
lenses and prisms, forms a continuous spec-
trum on a screen In a darkened room. A small
amount of metallic sodium Is Inserted into a
partially evacuated glass tube. When this tube
Is placed In the light path and gently heated,
two dark Imes appear In the yellow region of
the spectrum.
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03. In the space provided in your Record Book, describe
what you see.

If the observations are carefully made, and the lamp,
flame, and spectroscope are lined up properly, the dark
Fraunhofer lines should appear where the bright lines wet
before. The sodium (Na) vapor in the flame subtracts the
yellow lines from the spectrum of the hula. Fraunholer noted
that the measured positions of the dark lines were exactly
the same as the bright lines of many of' the elements in a
flame.

04. How did your findings compare v:ith your prediction
in question 2?
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EQUIPMENT

None

PURPOSE

To provide a review of the energy concept.

Energy at Work Excursion 2-1
Thls Is a remedial-review excursion. The stu-
dent Is led Into It through the Checkup In
Chapter 2.

Whenever possible, scientists use operational definitions in
describing things they study. For example:

A scientific operational definition for work is

WORK = FORCE x DISTANCE

MAJOR POINTS

1. Energy Is equated to work.
2. Energy exists in different forms.
3. Energy can be transferred from one place
to another.
4. 'Energy can be changed f. om one form to
another.
5 Energy can cause a change In matter.
6. Energy is conserved. When it changes
from one form to another, no energy Is lost
or lestroyed.

Answers to Chbckup

The correct answers for the
Checkup are 1 c; 2 b, d; 3 b,
c, d; and 4 a, c. Notice that
some questions had more than
one correct answer. If you
missed any of these, or if you
checked any of the other
choices, do this excursion be-
fore going back to Chapter 2.

According to this definition, Iggy (above) is doing work
if he does two things:

I. Applies a force to the box, and
2. moves the box some distance.
Somehow, Iggy has the ability to do work. This ability can

be thought of as something present in him. vve11 call it

energy. The scientist, being precisc, wants a more accurate
definition of energy. He says, "Energy can do work."

St

Uj
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The scientist's definition of energy has an iizteresting result.

There are different kinds of things that can do work. There-

fore, energy must exist in different forms.

For example, electrical devices (1) can do work; therefore,

electricity is one form of energy.
Heat (2) also can be tr.,ed in doing work. It, too, must be

energy.
Light (3) is consideret: as another form of' energy because

it can do work.
Still other forms of energy exist. Chemical energy is an

example.
You know from your own experiences that energy can be

transferred from one place to another. Light, for example,

travels to the earth from the sun. A hot object next to a cold

one loses heat to the cold object. Electricity can move from

a power plant to the lamp on your table.

al. Give another example of the transfer of energy.

Remember, too, that energy can be changed from one form

to another. For example:
Light can be changed to heat.
Electricity (4) can be changed to light and heat.

Heat (5) can be changed to light.

D2. Can you give an ekample of heat being changed to

electricity?

C13. Can chemical energy be changed to electrical energy?

04. Give an example or two of how energy causes a change

in matter.

When these changes in matter occur, and when one fbrm

of energy changes to another, no energy is lost or destroyed.

Energy may be absorbed, released, changed in form. and

spread around, but it is always somewhereit is always

conserved. Scientists refer to this fact as the conservati,m of

energy.
Return now to Chapter 2.
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Watch or timer with second hand.

The Moon's

Measurements
This is a general-lreeiest excuraion that re-
quires a short period of observation outside
of Sato Ol and a small amount of calculating.

PURPOSE

To show a Simple method for measuring the
diameteir of the moon.

Excursion 3-1

During the 1968 Christmas holidays, the world was thrilled
by the successful orbiting of the moon by three American
astronauts. Of course, since then, several men have walked
on the moon's surface. However, the first humans to get close
to the moon's surface, astronauts Borman, Lovell, and
Anders, were in an excellent position to measure the size
of the moon.

Even though you are a long way from its surface, you too
can measure the diameter of the moon. And you can do it
almost as accurately as could the astionauts. All you need
is a clock and the ability to visualize the motion of the moon
with respect to the earth. Figure 1 will help you do this.

Figure 1

MAJOR POINTS

1. The distance around the moon's orbit,
1,500.000 miles, can be found by mult,plying
the distance to the moon, 240,000 miles by
2 x 3.14 (2 pi).
2. The apparent motion of the moon is influ-
rced by the rotation of the earth and the
movement of the moon in Its orbit.
3. Most of the apparent motion of the moon
is due to the earth's rotation.
4 The time that it takes for the moon to move
one diameter in the sky, divided into the
length of time for one day (24 hours), will give
the number of moon diameters in one orbit.
5. Dividing the number of miles in the moon's
orbit (1,500,000 miles) by the number of moon
diameters in one orbit will give the diameter
of the moon in miles.

1,500,000 miles around

Ar'-
Earth
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A

Moon

How do you calculate
the distance around
the moon's orbit? See
the last part of this
excursican.

Figure 2

The correct timing of the passage of the moon
across a wire is the crucial point. In order to
get a reasonable measurement, the wire
should be in such a position that it is at a right
angle to the moon's orbit so that the moon
will pass straight across the wire and not
laterally along it. The actual time of passage
will i relatively short, but it may take consid-
erably longer to get in the proper position for
the sighting.

80 EXCURSION 3-1
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Notice that the figure reminds you of two important as-
sumptions. Keep these in mind as you proceed.

I. It is asumed that the moon's orbit is a circle. l.500.000
miles around. The earth is niaced at th enter of that
arde.
nst. tarla. Xii t Sr,f11.7.1.=

. 1.
assumptions are not completely accurate. They are close
enough, however, to let you make the measurements ycu
need.

On a night when the moon is full and the weather is clear,
watch the moon for a few minutes. If you look carefully long
enough, you will notice that the moon appears to move in
the sky. If yon know your directions, you may even notice
that it moves from east to west. Look at Figure 2 and do
some thinking.

The apparent motion of the moon is influenced by two
things: (A) the turning of the earth, and (B) the moon's
movement in its orbit.

Astronomers have fowid that most of what appears to he
the motion of the moon is due to the turning of the earth.
In fact, it is reasonable to assume that when you view the
moon for only short periods of an hour or so, all the motion
observed is due entirely to the earth's turning. You will as-
sume this to be so as you make the observation called for
in Activity I.

Your first problem will be to find out how fast the moon
appears to move. Since doing this may take an hour or so,
you'd better start your work fairly early in the evening.

ACTIVITY 1. Line up the top of the moon with a power line or
telephone wire. With your head resting against some object
to keep your eye steady, time the movement of the moon
across the wire. Record the time in minutes as your answer
to question 1.

Do not move
your head.

Moon at A

Measure the time
for the moon to

move from A to E3. a I
A.



al. How many minutes did it take the moon to pass across
the wire?

Your answer to question 1 is a very interesting measure-
ment. Figure 3 may help you figure out what it means. The
drawing is based upon the assumption that the earth's motion
makes the moon appear to move.

Position of wfru at
e..." start of timing

IMMO

OP. "MP

CNN

1 moon diameter

Position of wire
at end of timing

The rotation of the earth moves the wire and observer to
a new position with respect to the moon. Since the observer

\thinks he is motionless, he naturally believes the moon has
oved

El In question 1, you recorded the minutes it takes for
the wire to sweep across one moon diameter. How many
minutes did this sweep take?

03. How many minutes does it take the earth to make one
complete rotation?

04. How many moon diameters would a telephone wire
sweep across in one full day? (Hint: You know the time
needed to sweep across one moon diameter. You also know
how many minutes.there are in one full day.)

You now have enough information to calculate the moon's
diameter. Your answer to question 4 tells you how many
moon diameters there are in one moon orbit. Figure 4 illus-
trates this.

5

Figure 3

1. The time should be about 2 minutes. For
simplicity in the calculations, you may want
the students to round off the reading !o the
nearest minute. and hot use a fraction or a
decimal of a minute above )r below the two
minutes. Question 2 Is just a reaffirmation of
this same reading of 2 minutes. Question 3 is
24 hours per rotation multiplied by 60 minutes
par hour, or 1,440 minutes per rotat:on. In
question 4, 1,440 minutes per rotation divided
by 2 minutes per diameter gives 720 diame-
ters per rotation.

Figure 4



5. The calculation should show 1,500,000
miles per rotation cl;vlded by 720 diameters
per rotation, or about 2,080 miles for the di-
ameter. The accepted astronomical figure is
2,180 miles, which means that the student
measurement is smaller by less than 4%. Thls
could be considered a remarkabl, accurate
accomplish ment.

An astronomical oddity is the fact that, seen
from the earth, both the moon and the sun
measure about i° in the sky. This is about the
width of a pencil held at arm's length. It Is

because of this odd fact that the moon can
exactly eclipse the sun at times when they line
up in the heavens. This a so gives an alterna-
tive method for doing the problem. If the earth
rotates on Its axis through 3600 in 24 hours,
then It rotates15° per hour. That Is 15 dividud
by 60, or i° per minute. To go i°, then, would
require 2 minutes, which is the time the stu-
dent should have observed. Dividing i° per 2
minutes by 360° per rotation gives 4) of a
rotation in 2 minutes. 4) of the orbital dis-
tance of 1,500,000 miles is the same 2,080
miles.

82 EXCURSION 3-1

You also know the length ir. miles of the moon's orbit
(1,500,000). The following relationship allows you to make
the final calculation.

Diameter of Length of moon's orbit (in miles)

moon (in miles) Number of moon diameters in one orbit

OS. What is the diameter of the moon?

Special note to students on calculating
the length of the moon's orbit

Are you wondering how the moon's orbit was measured?
in Chapter 3 you learned that the moon is about 240,000
miles from the earth (Figure 5).

Figure 5
Moon

240,000 miles

You may know that the distance around any circle (cir-
cumference) may be found by multiplying the distance across
the circle through its center (diameter) by a constant called
77 (pronounced "pie"). The value of 57 is approximately ,

or 3.14. With this in mind:

Distance around r x distance across
= x 2 x half the distance across
=-. 3.14 x 2 X half the distance across
:-_-_ 6.28 x half the distance across

1 Figure 5, "halt' the distance across" the circle is the
distance from the earth to the moon. Thus we write:

Length of the moon's orbit
= 6.28 x distance from the ,:arth to the moon
= 6.28 x 240.000 miles
= 1,500,000 miles

U 6



EQUIPMENT

None

What's Radar?
This is a genere.I-Interest excursion, with
practice In using distance calculations.

PURPOSE

Tr explain how radur is w.;od for the meas-
urement of ct.,tionomical distances

Excursion 4-1

What is radar? The name radar was coined from the words
RAdio Detection And Ranging by two United States naval
officers, F. R. Furth and S. M. Tucker. Radar is the process
of using radio pulses to detect the location of' an object. In
the process, very short powerful pulses of radio energy are
transmitted. They bounce off the object and return to the
sending station a bit weaker.

Radar technicians measure how long it takes for a pulse
to travel to an object and back. The longer it takes the pulse
to return from an object, the farther away the object must
be. Thus, by measuring time of travel of the pulse, it is
possible to determine the distance a target is from the radar
set.

MAJOR POINTS

1. Radar uses radio pulses to defect the loca-
tion of an ob:cct
2 Radio pulss ti avel at a speed of 186,000
miles per second.
3. The distance to an object can be compoted
by taking half of the roune-t:lo time for a pulse
to travel to the object andl-mcik
4. Many different obiects can be loca'ad by
radar
5 Radar is ineffective in accurately meas-
uring the distance to the sun.

4.:1

107
83



The student may recognize the speed of
186,000 miles per second as that of light "nd.
in fact, of all electromagrietic radiation Note

that the 280-second round-trip time is for the
situation wnan Venus is closest to Earth, and
when Earth, Venus, and the i;un are in a
straight line.

This is precisely how radar was used to mea,;ure the dis-

tance to Venus. Radio pulses travel at 186,000 miles/see. A

pulse of energy was beamed at Venus. Then the radar opera-

tor waited until his antenna received the reflected signal.

Since the round-trip time was about 280 seconds, the one-way

trip took half this lime; that is, the pulse required 140 sec-

onds, or 2,13 minutes. to travel from Earth to Venus (Figure 1).

2V3 minutes, one way
-->

The student may not know now to use spc!ed

aqd time to find distance, znd may need nelp.

Speed x time distance. The answers to
the th:ee questions are as follows:
1. 186,000 mlisec .< 30 seclmin

1..160,000 nil/ min
2. 11,160,000 ml/min x 2.31 rnir, =

26,002.800 me

3 Seine as 2 (26 million m:les)

Figure 1

You probably know how t) use speed aiid time measure-

ments to find the distanc traveled.

if 11. How far li it radio pulse travel in I minute if it moves

185,000 miles/sec?

112. If the pulse takes 2.33 m;nutes to travel from Venus

to Earth, how far has the pulse traveled?

3. HOW tar is Venus from Earth',

Using the methods discussed above, radar locates airplanes

and ships, birds and thunders,orms, man-made salellites and

planets. The same principle has also been used to measure
the distance to Mars. Mercury, and of course to our moon.

So far, scientists have not been able to use radar to ac-
curately measure the distance to the sun. Being a body com-
posed mainly of hot gases. the sun is what scientists call a
-soft- target rather than a hard target such as a planet. There-
fore, although radar can give the distance to Venus :o use
as a base line in measuring the distance to the sun, it cannot
accurately give the distance to the sun.

U8



EQUIPMENT LIST

Protractor
Ruler

PURPOSE

To acquaint the s'udent with the proper ez
of a protractor to measure and construi
angles.

Angles and Protractors Excursion 4-2
MAJOR POINTS

This is a remedial excursion 1. An angle Is formed when two lines meet
2. The meeting point of the lines Is calied the
vertex of the angle.
3. When two lines meet to form a square
corner, they form a right a'tgle, which con-
tains 90°.
4. The angle that you ate interested
indicated by a curved line near the vertex.

As you open a pair of scissors, the angle (opening) formed
by the blades changes.

5. There are different kinds of proaactor
6. To measure an angle, a protractor mu'
cover the angle, with the center point on tt;
vertex and the 0" mnrk touching one sid.
7. To draw an angle of a part cular size, dra.
a line; place.protractor on line with center ;
one end and 00 point on the line; mark a pen
at the desired angle: connect this point wi;
the end 3f the line on which thc Gentor ot ti
protractor was placed.

Figure 1

'11. Which angle formed by the blades in Figure 1 is the
largest?

Whenever two lines meet, an angle is formed. The meeting
point of the lines is the vertex of the angle (Figure 2).

Vertex

Figure 2

E2. Can an angle have more than one vertex?

When two lines meet to form a square corner, they form
a right angle (see Figure 3).

.LLj
Figure 3 Right angle



3. List some examples of right angles formed by objects

in your classroom.

Notice the curved lines used to indicate angles in Figure
4. Such a line can indicate any angle you are interested in.
Right angles are usually represented by a square, as in
Figure 3.

Circles are mea.,uied IA dividing them into equal parts
called degrees. These are not the same kind of degrees you
remember from your earlier work with temperature. How-
ever, the same symbol is used for angle degrees.

Thus a right angle contains 900 (Figure 5).

Figure 5

E4. What portion of a circle is a right angle (90°)?

05. If a right angle contains 90°, how many dei4rees are

86 EXCURSION 4-2 in a comp:ete circle?



Look at your protractor. It should be positioned with its
center point on the vertex B of angle ABC, and its zero
point on line BC. This is shown in Figures 6A and 6B.

It your supply of protractors or the ones th
student5 have are different from the one
trated. you may have to adapt the activitie.

1800 to teach them to use the other kind.

Some protractors have two scales. You then use whichever
one is easier in reading the desired angle. In the following
illustrations, a protractor with only one scale is shown. Fig-
ure 7 provides an angle for you to measure for practice.
Activities 1 and 2 show you how to do it if you need addi-
tional help.

ACTIVITY 1. Set the protractor on the angle with the center
point on the vertex and the curved part of the protractor
covering the angle. The 00 mark must touch one side of the
angle. Notice that the protractor forms a curved line like the
ones you've seen in the drawings so far.

ACTIVITY 2. Read the number on the scale that the other side
of the angle passes through.

Flure 7
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Figure 8

Measure the angles Iv Figur.; 8 to the nearest whole degree.
Record your measurentents in Table I. Have your teacher
check your figures to be sure that you understand how to
use the protractor.

Table 1

Figure Ang:e (*)

A

You should check thu angles yourself. Angles
should be as follows. A--57'; f3-21":
C-121"; D-109".

Now that you have measured some angles, try to di aw
some angles of certain sizes. Activity 3 shows you how.

ACTIVITY 3. A. Draw a line. B. Place protractor with center
on one end of the line. C. Mark a point by the desired angle.
D. Connect thls point with the line's endpoint.

E16. In the space provided in your Record Book, (!raw the
following angles: 72°, 30, 115.

Have your teacher check your drawings. When he ap-
88 EXCURSION 4-2 proves, you are ready to return to your work in Chapter 4.



EQUIPMENT LIST

Metric ruler

Scale Drawings
This is a remedial excursion that the student
should do if he does poorly on the Checkup.

P11RPOr

(41 .1Ct11111 ti ,n1(1,-I.t tsi thc of SLAW
(JrawilIrp;

Excursion 4-3

If you know the scale used in a drawing, you can determine
the actual size of the object drawn. Look at Figure 1. It is a
simple plan for a new building.

What scale did the architect use?

02. How many centimeters wide is the storage area as
shown in the drawing?

03. When the warehouse is actually built, how wide will
the storage area be?

Plans For Acme Warehouse
Scale: 1 cm = 10 m

Office

Storage area

Parking area

r."!Ajoil Pnr.,;

1 I: ,:oti kr. 1. I t11 'A .II# IA .1 ii 101, Can

1.!rmirlil Lt. ,;. lif
art,liii 4-,t t 4 nu.il to the

.:1 iti .31,vav, by !ht.:
ccale tisyd

Actual r .1n t(mnd trom a mdp
l. t!.4.. .1... In tne IlI 1,Voy

Answers to Checkup

1. 15 feet (Consider 15 or 17
to be close enough.)

2. 14 feet (Consider 13 or 15
to be close enough.)

if you missed either of these
questions, do thls excursion
before returning to Chapter 4.

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Answers given are in round numbers if you
are consulted about any missed parts to the
question, you will have to use your Judgment
concerning further action It may only require
a moment of time to straighten out the diffi-
culty, or it may indicate that the student
should repeat the.excursion You might even
want to devise another simple exercise on
scale drawings for additional practice.

90 EXCURSION 4-3

Your answer to question 2 should be 4 cm. The answer
to 3 should be 40 m (This results from multiplying 4 x 1(1
Remember that 1 em on the drawing represents 10 m in the

finished building.)

04. Use the information in Figure 2 to answer these ques-

tions:
411.

What is the actual distance
A. from Boston to Chicago?
B. from Chicago to San Francisco?
C. from Chicago to New Orleans?

If your answers to questior 4 were A. 840 miles, B. 1,800
miles, and C. 840 miles, you are ready to continue with
Chapter 4. If you missed any of the parts to question 4,
consult with your teacher before going ahead,



EQUIPMENT LIST a scale Urawl.q and using me measurements
Metric ruler to hod actual 1::,:lances.

PURPOSE

It gm: addit prauticn measuring On

Practice in Using
Scale Drawings
This is a remedial excursion that is designed
to help those whq are having difficulty find; ig
the required distances at the end (If Chapter
4.

Excursion 4-4

How can you find the distances from Earth to the sun and
Venus to the sun by using a scale drawing? The sketch in
Figure 1 is a scale drawing. Measure the distances shown
on the drawing: VS, ES, and EV. Try it.

Sun

MAJOP POINT

Actual distal!, . can be found by multiplying
the di5tancr.,!. ripmAired on a draveng by the
scale of the drawing.

Figure 1

Compare your results with the figures in Table 1. Remea-
sure any distances that do not agree with the numbers in the
table.

Scale Drawing
(Distance in rrm)

Actual Distance
(in miles)

,

Venus to Sun (VS) 43 ?

Earth tc Sun (ES) 60 ?

Earth to Venus (EV) 17 26,000,000

1.15

7

Table 1

Earth
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If me student is still having difficulty at thiF
point, and consults you. it may help to break
the "system" into its components to try to
locate the trouble. The system of getting ac-
tual distances from a scale drawing involves

two subsystems.
1 Making the measurement.
2 Converting the measurement to distance.
Under "making the measurement" could be
the components of (a) using the proper scale
(it there is more than one) on the ruler, (b)
placing the ruler on the proper line, (c) having

the zero of the ruler on one end of the line,
(d) reading the ruler correctly.
Under "converting the measurement to actual
distance" could be the components of (a)

using the pr ?per. mathematical operation
(multiplication). (b) multiplying correctly, and
*c) copying the result correctly.

92 EXCURSION 4-4

01. From Table 1 you see that 1"/ mm on the drawing

represent 26,000,000 actual miles. How many actual miles

would be repiesented by 1 mm? Of course, 11,1 as many miles,

or 1 mm on the drawing, represents -111 x 26,000,000 actual

miles = how many miles?

02. How many actual miles would be represented by 2 mm

on the drawing?

0 3. Now figure out the Venus-sun distance for Table 1. How

many actual miles are represented by 43 mm? 43 mm in the

drawing represent 13 x 26,000,000 actual miles = how many

miles?

f14. Using the same method, you can find the Earth-sun

distance. The Earth-sun distance on your drawing is 60 mm.

How many actual miles are represented by 60 mm?

You should have gotten about 66,000,000 actual miles as

an answer for question 3. About 92,000,000 actual miles

should be your answer for 4. Record these results in Table

1 in your Record Book. Now return to Chapter 4 and com-

plete Table 472. If you continue to have difficulty, consult

your teacher.

1 6



EQUIPMENT LIST

1 telescoping tube with caps
1 object lens. 34 mm in diameter
1 eyepiece lens, 25 mm In diameter
1 piece white cardboard
1 meterstick
Masking tape

Moon Gazing

This is a general-interest and extension ex-
cursion.

PURPOSE.

constr,,,.1 astroriorilical tele!xope
and study !la: principles of its operation.

Excursion 5-1

A Dutch eyeglass maker. Hans Lippershey, discovered the
principle of the telescope. He found that an eyeglass lens
can focus light coming from a distant object. As light passes
through the lens, the light rays are brought closer together.
They eventually cross and can form an image on a flat sur-
face. The crossing of the light rays produces an upside-down
image of the object. Figure 1 illustrates this.

Focused
Image

Lens

MAJOR POIN TS

I A lens c.tn focus light rays from an object
to form an ir .,rted image.
2 A lers can he used to magni'v an image.
3 The di.,tance from the lens to its focus is
called the focal length of the lens.
4. The power of a telescope is equal to the
focal !erre, of the object lens divided by the
focal length of the eyepiece
5. An w:tronornical telescope forms an in-
verted im;!rie

The d..wieler of the object It- is a meas-
ure of the hot.gatnoring ability t-! the Ions

Figure 1

Lippershey found that such a lens could be placed in one
end of a cylinder. A smaller lens, placed at the other end,
could be used to magnify the image. (See Figure 2.)

Magnified image as
Lens of telescope seen by observer

Figure 2

Object lens

Distant
object
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The study of kmses and their uses in I.

scopes can be a complete subject in it!.elf,
and is far beyond the capabilitg en the stu.

dent at this point For your information, the

type of telescope disc ussed in this excur:,.on
is called a refractor, because it focuses I.ght
by refraction, or bending The largest retract-
ing telescope of this k nd is the 40-inch in-
strument at Yerkes Obseivatory. This is about

thirty times the diameter of th- 34-mai
used here The light-gathering ability is wo-
portional to the square of the d:ameter. SG the

Yerkes instrument collects 30 squaied. or
900, times as rnuch light Instruments larger

than this have been found to be impractical
because of the tendency of the how len,. to
sag, distorting the image Thus, :11! the la:ger

telescopes tathi; are reflectors. wnicn torm an

Image by the ieflection of light The nrror
ii be adequately supported from the re,r
there ts de;tortion The Idrgest ot the.:!,ft

m w.r: at pre:.ent is the 200-inch Hale -:`..c
tot which gathcts ovet ,r.
light as your hIrle len!: Vilth this an (If

!Iqht 10 work ,..1111, eyiIm"-("; !:1.:
give treitien,toue. :it.ons
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Lippershey probably didn't think of using his teleNcope to

look at the stars or moon. But others who heard of the new

gadget did. Soon instruments were being made just for that

purpose. One person who made his own telescope and used

it for sky gazing was the scientist Galileo. Perhaps you've

heard of him. He's the same fellow who tested the idea that

objects with different masses fall at the same rate.

People who use telescopes don't just want to see distant

objects. They want to see as much detail as possible. To

understand how this is achieved, you need to know a bit more

about the lenses in the telescope.
The distance from the object lens to its focus is called the

focal length of the objea lens. Likewise, the distance from

the eyepiece lens to its foLus is thefocal length of the (Tepiece.

The power or magnification of a telescope is calculated

by using the following equation.

Focai length of object lens
Power = 1-ocal length of eyepiece

01. Suppose a telescope has an object lens with 30-cm focal

length and an eyepiece lens with 5-cm focal length. Deter-

mine the power of the telescope.

The greater the focal length of the obj,:ct lens as compared

with the focal length of the eyepiece, the greater the mag-

nification. However, when you magnify size, you also mag-

nify motion. So the greater power tfi telescope has, the

steadier you must hold it. Even the slightest motion may

make the image seem to float, bobbing up and down and

sideways like a cork on a windswept pond.

c:12. Why must giant telescopes at observatories rest on mas-

sive concrete foundations?

Perhaps You'd like to construct an instrument similar to

the one Galileo made, and use t a he didto obsefve the

surface of the moon, its craiers, 11;it plains (called seas), and

mountains. If so, you will need tne following equipment:

I cardboard tube. 40 cm long, with inside tube and end

caps
I object lens. 34 n1m in diameter

I eyepiece lens, 25 nun in diameter



I cardboard, 15 cm square, with white surface
Meterstick
Masking tape

In order to know the power that your telescope will have,
you need to find the focal lengths of the two lenses. Be careful
in handling them. Do not drop them, as they break easily.
When you are ready to start, go to the darkest part of the
room and prop the cardboard flat against the wall.

ACTIVITY 1. Hold the object lens (the larger lens) by the edge,
in front of the cardboard. Move the lens toward or away from
the cardboard until a faint image of a distant object appears
on the cardboard. The distance from the lens to the cardboard
will then be Its focal length. Use the meterstick to measure
thls distance.

Cardboard
on wall

Faint image 1..,Ittuykr`r-

Focal length

Finding the fiical lei riIhs of the two lenses
can be trirk v Vhfh tne method illustratcd. it
is imperative have a darkened area where
the image be formed. You might have
greater succi..:s with the following alternative
method.
Plug in a 11,0- v,,ift bulb and socket. 11,iie the
student set i card. meterstick, and
lens about In I. et uway fro.-1 the bulb Focus
the light onto the card by moving flit: lens until
. ie smallest p spot of light is formed. The

ifice huh the lent, to the card will be
':": c^^"T e's the achrad fnr

student ut,i I Ins method may be used with
the room lighted

Meterstick

Lens

03. What is the focal length. in cm of the object lens?

Repeat Activity I with the eyepiece lens. This time the
focal length should be much shorter.

04. What is the focal length of the eyepiece lens, in cm?

05. Using the equation given earlier, calculate the power
of your telescope.

Now continue with the telescope construciion.

1 1

The are to have
1,,(01 cm .11.,1 4 cm respectively

it 4) 1 nie;tris that the
pri,ver ro .t over I I
Vg,l1 111;0, V. Ih. !r.,11,0 s that are

It. ') ft Vi orsii )0L1

11.,' 5Jr1 bf t. focal
ntotr,

EXCLiii:310:4 95



°. ACTIVITY 2. Remove the two caps from ti,eends of the sliding
tubes. If the pinhole disk or the acetate grid disk is still in
either of the caps, remove it and return It to your teacher.

Large end

An 11-power telescope is comparable to the
ones Galileo constructed. At a magnif:cation
of 11 diameters, tiny motions are magnified
the same amount The scope must be stead-
ied .n order to see anything clearly.

96 EXCURSION 5-1

Small end

ACTIVITY 3. Slide the larger lens Into the large cap and the
smaller lens into the small cap. Be careful not to get finger-

prints or dirt on either lens.

Large cap

A CT IV ITY 4. Replace the caps on the tubes. Secure them with

small pieces of tape.

Take your telescope to the window. Rest it on the ledue
or aga* -t4he window and point it toward a distant object
other t n the sun, llold the eyepiece clt,se to \ our eye. Slide
the ou er tube out or in until you can see a sharp image.

Safety Note Reincinbur. do not /1'(1I ii 1 sutl.



06. Describe anything different about the image that you
observe (different from what you would see with the naked
eye).

Besides magnifying, your telescope did something else that
was unusual. You should have described it above. This is
a common' trait of astronomical telescopes. However, it is

not bothersome.

07. Why is the unusual trait not bothersome to astrono-
mers?

Your telescope will give maximum magnification when the
distance between the lenses is about equal to the sum of their
focal lengths.

08. How far apart should the lenses be in your telescope
to give it the maximum magnification?

ACTIVITY 5. Sight a far object to adjust your telescope for
maximum magnification. Then measure along the outside of
the case to get the approrimate distance between the two
lenses.

Any difference between what you measured in Aetivity 5
and what you predicted in question 8 will he due in part
to individual eye differences (assuming that you answered
question 8 correctly).

Incidentally, if you were to buy a telescope, field glasse,.
or binoculars, you might see two numbers listed in the de-
scriptive literature. You might, for example, see "8 x 3o"
(read "eight by thirty"). The first number is the power in
this case, a magnification of 8 times. The seLond number

h T to iii r . r I. 711. ,

t:,iit I, 111:1 1 ono. .:1:).
..11 % I IP , IHri.11( t

th..,11 -/ Viewed al-
vort,.d ()I I .11 II: .101.titm. In, .t Noctoti af,-
trotio:tly- rr:1,: Ii. .

I(.11() .!X .111 1, 11;1.0' .11er

Dit.tow ittact1 (.110/ bf. turned
ti) ;,:vo ;ill it lipa(ti

t. ;.. 1,,!1;1 i

) it i i. I . . II:; ;v:t:11.(1.
.111(.!1 : r :1; I's ri'..1.11ry III:.Ir- J botYvetn' ' .11..1 t!... ;;.1',.r! '. t'..,11 the

;... I I.: .. .1

.42

LX( ',!t:;i0i\I 1 97



9 At face value, the descriptive numbers
would be 11.3 >< 34. Actually, the power
would probably be given to the nearest whole
number-11 Examination of the telescope
shows that, although the lens is 34 mm in

diameter, the inside diameter of the larger
tuLe limits the effective size of the lens to
25 min Thus, the numbers could better be

Stated as 11 25 But even with only 25 mm
usable, the little telescope has .'emarkable
light-gathering ability. It has a diameter about
5 times as great as the pupil of an eye. so it
would gatiler 25 times as much light.

You will have to be the judge on the use of
the instrument outside of schrol. Actually it
can be a stimulating experience for the stu-
dent. With a similar instrument, Galileo
mapred the surface of the moon. described
the oppearance of mountains or. the termi-
nator, discovered 4 moons of Jupiter. and
observed the phases of Venus.
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gives the chameter of the object lens in millimetersin this

case 30 mm. The latter figure is important. It tells you the
light-gathering ability of the instrument. The higher this
number is, the more light it allows to enter the instrument.
Instruments with greater light-gathering ability ,.vork better

at night.

E19. Give the descriptive numbers for the power and light-

gathering ability of your telescope.

Now that you have made a telescope, ask your teacher
if you may use it at night to observe the moon. You should

be able to identify some of the moon's features.



EQUIPMENT

None

The Night That
People Lost 10 Days
This is an excursion for general interest and
extension.

To ex pl.un prment calr-ndar came
alto belly! .ind hi ttiI some of the changes
that had t., mado in order to USE: it

Excursion 6-1

You've probably heard the story of Rip Van Winkle, who
slept for 20 years, but have you heard about the night the
people of Rome, Italy, actually slept away 10 days? It seems
incredible, but in 1582 everybody in Rome went to bed on
October 4 and woke up on October 15. Even more re-
markable is the fact that the next day, October 15 in Rome,
was only October 5 in London, England! How this amazing
turn of events came about is the subject of this excursion.

The story goes back a long wayto a time well before
the birth of Christ. In those early days, people found it hard
to predict and describe when important events were going
to happen. They used events such as the arrival of certain
kinds of birds or changes in temperature to measure the time
of the year. Of course, these methods were not completely
satisfactory. Bird arrivals and temperature changes don't
happen at exactly the same time each year.

MAJOR I f

1 A calehoor is a t,v.tern of tirre.keeping
Dased rr:golar event.
2 Threi: ...Ole regular event.; are the ap-
pearancp of a full moon. a sti..riroe or the
colin ot !;:or.!,
3 Prob.il ;v ;he fir,-,1 calendar wac. made more
than 4.060 '.u.,rs ago
4 The Rorr,ins made sir-Indicant r.h.ingeR in
the calentol
5 A chui ii fecreo setting the time /or the.
c.efebf;Itl t Eir,ter as the first So..day or
or after the first full moon att.., ;:ie rust day
of spring rii'cussitated further changes in the
calendar

14lien Vie new GI t!ijurian c.ilndar waS
adopted, it liecame nece5sary t., djust the
date accorlinqty
7 1 he of d:rte,., and dropping of
days caused many difficulties

J.
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Although the three regularly occurring ev0;its
listed here can he used as a basis for a cai..ii-

dar, you canrmt assume that they are i:ot
subject to variation. Because ot friction of the
tital forces on the earth's rOtation, the ear th

is slowinn down a very tiny amount Thus tlin
rotating earth is not a perfect clock, or time-
keeping device III addition. because of tri !

slightly eliiptical orbit, the speed of the earth

in its path around the sun is not uniform It

speeds up in the winter. when it is Close/ 10
the sun. and slows down in the summer, when
it is farther away. he effect of this change
in speed (and of the obliquity of the eftliutic,
or sun $ path) is to make the time between
successive sunries different in the diffc.ent
seasons of thc yearsom.)times greater titan

:'4 hours, and sometimes less.

To solve the problem of knowing the time of the year,

people had to develop a calendara system of timekeeping

based on some regularly occurring event. They found that

at least three such events could be used.

1. The time from one full moon to the next
2. The time from one sunrisc to the next
3. The time from one spring to the next (Astronomers

determined the first day of spring by observing the exact
time the sun passed a particular point in the sky on
its north-south journey.)

EARLY CALENDARS

1 point in the sky that is used to
di 'orr-i.le the '1::t day nt spring changes al:,{)

I h. ; till spinning on its axis as it revolves
wobbir-s somewhat like a

tcr h weah., that the Norin,
1,i.1! ilift..;Of It in the heavens iij

th0 pl.ic(' ii. t. 411,;-!.ifelit path of the sw.

, IL ,-; L ii:.it,ir. cniled the
10. Mlity ,1 liff11111,. II;.

,
but 01 tre

yeen since me? bagel using a re?efence

fr int in the sky, shtftert about ma. 3),
Ihe ttrne O ar6u4s (t 3o 6.c...) the point.
locating ihe iirsi city of spin% %As in +he
cc.srellation of Aries. the Rare N..)V4 lt 15 lo-

cated a wIle4, constellaticm away. in Piset::;.

ow Fishes 13u, astronomers can still Inc.ate Its

exact positic.o each year
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The Sumerians lived more than 4,000 years ago in what is

now Iraq. Thi:.y were probably the first people to make a

calendar. They used the phases of the moon to determine

how long a month was (about 30 days). In the Sumerian

calendar, twelve lunar months (360 days) made a year.

El. How many days shorter than our year was the Sumerian

year?

The Sumerians tried to make up the difference between

their year and the amount of time that passed between

springs by adding an extra month about every fourth year.

02. About how often should the Sumerians have added a

30-day month to get a year as big as ours?



As you can probably see, there were problems with this
calendar. The Sumerians were never able to adjust their
calendar so that the seasons arrived in exactly the same
month each year. Although the Greeks, the I lebrews. and the
Egyptians made improvements in the Sumerian calendar, the
problem continued.

The calendar of the early Romans was also based on the
phases of the moon. The Roman year was 355 days long.
The months that corresponded to our March, May, July, and
October were 31 days long. February had 2g days, and each
of the other seven months had 29 days. .1 he Romans, like
the Sumerians, added an extra month everv fourth year.

The word calendar comes from the Latin word kalendae
the first of the Roman month. ThI% wak; the day that account,
were entered in an account book (kalendarium) and paid. You
can see that the custom of paying bills on the first of the
month goes back a long way.

The Roman high priest kept track of the calendar. On each
calends, or day of the new moon, the priest announced the
phases of the moon for that month. The first quarter phase
was called the nones. The full moon was the ides.

I /1. o., t!.. 1, fill ri.. ., 11.11 frit).)1

1111'. ., .'.1 . 1,,:.,) fi. 1 .1.1.01c

'.!:: iii ti'. ill Mo..1(.11i

,.1. I..f..,) j. 1o. ,,..c1 11. tw.1 Cl,. 01

,?f,,f,( 1... 1 ii.iu frnifi yii
7- ) ,:.,)

; 3. You mav have heard the famous quote Irom Shake-
speare's Julius Caesar: "Beware the ides of March." What is
meant by the ides of March?

3 vet) !.. I it t

I !: II 1. . . W )U1I!
VII t nit' !;:'; !..11):)11 ;'. r:

.! ill('
ft of 1`,1.1rct.

CA.!, :,,I Im 11,o 11,th Of
. Irl lith..1 f71..r,!1.. -

I').- Iht! it. hi '1(t) day
rs.
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JULIUS CAESAR'S
CALENDAR

Without leap y,:xs atter 750 yoars Jart:.iry
would be the rii;r:dle ot summer the Nof Th-

em Hemisphere. and July ould be a cz,lci
month.

The nth: for i1r ,tetriamation ut the (Ilt .! t,,r
Ft ter ;...; stal !h. same Thus. bk!tween A
1800 ,ind A 0 20t,0 the celebration falls or: all
the dlt,n-, trcm March 22 to April 25.

4

t.t<ict/ 1. ;:. :

n".':cn 7-S1'
& full moon feel cisy, -then tiv .rst Sun*
&ter tKe first fun moon on Or elPer March 21
wosAd be March 22. ff Mania 2.1 aame On

Sunday ahd there was a full moon ckay

Wore, March 201 'then the next- tit moon
would be a kanar nbrItts r, (2% &kW o-
S 'Cd, ADT. ": 1,'5t jay

Apnl 25
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By 46 B.C., the Roman Emperor Julius Caesar had become
quite unhappy with the Roman calendar. Because the high
priests had done a poor iob of keeping track of the calendar,
the summer months were now coming in the spring. To solve

the problem. Caesar introduced what became known as the

Julian calendar.
The Julian calendar was do ised by tile Egyptian astrono-

mer Sosigenes. It had a 365-day year (10 days longer than
the Roman calendar). The extra 10 days were added to the
months with 29 days, making them identical with the months

on today's calendar.
The unique feature of the Julian calendar was the extra

day added to every fourth (or leap) year. This produced the
same result that adding a quarter of a day to each yeor would

produce. In effect, this meant that the Julian Year was 351

days long. This is almost, hut not exactly, as long as the e,.rth

takes to make a complete turn ,Lround the sun. Because the
Julian year was only a few minutes Der year longer than the

earth year, the change 01 seasons occurred on almost the
same date every Year.

We would probabh he using the Julian calendar today if

it were not for something that happened A.D. 325. That year

there was an important meeting of church officials in Nicaea

(in what is now Turkey). At the Council of Nicaea. the bish-

ops decided that Easter would oe celebrated on the first
Sunday after the tirst full moon that occurs on or after the

first day of spring. A.D. 325 the first dav of spring occurred

on March 21., this meant that Easter could not occur before

March 22 or after April 25.

Li4. See if \ ou can exnlam %di% Laster would hae lc occur
within thi:se dates in order to meet the council requirements.

)
A.



Over the years the few minutes' difference, between the
time it takes the earth to go around the sun and the 3651
days in the Julian calendar began to add up. In fact, by the
year 1562 it added up to 10 full days. That year the first
day of spring came on March 11 instead of March 21! This
meant that Easter would be celebrated at a time before
March 22. This violated the rules of the Church.

Pope Gregory decided to find some way to change the
calendar to make sure that Easter would be celebrated at
the proper time. This decision led to the 10-day sleep men-
tioned at the beginning of this excursion. The pope decreed
that the day following October 4, 1582, would he October
15. He also directed that, in the future, leap year would be
omitted about once every 128 years (This made the calendar
year almost exactly the same length as the earth year.) The
dropping of the specified leap years was designed to keep
the first day of spring on the same date so that Easter would
always be celebrated at the proper time.

The new calendar proclaimed by Pope Gregory became
known as the Greuorian calendar. The Gregorsan calendar
set January 1 as the beginning of' the year. Until then, the
Vear had begun in some countries on December 25, in others
on January 1, and in still others on March 25.

llii! 00.-1 AI l.t ;yd.,

,11,(.111 11 ; 3 1t1,0

thlys III 1 ',.11 ',vat:. I h.at A D 11.) A D

f,, I I ;..s, .,1 t ,titit: 1,1 In 11.11,

clit.11:,,, h.. tt, only
(J.Ill(a., ,0:11,7, that alo (1.v.Sit.10 by

ui' .;,,,,,;,; .3:3 !'..
18i I.) 1S4t1:) ;'lufl thtyt. tin f etaticay 29.
bult ;tit! yo.1, :(JW) (1,1es fitivf f/tf iy ft. clay

Tito, put,' rentark:Ibly to the
or(folary yu It h he Ciffort,t/c.t! !thin half
:I Inilitilf / 1:11! 1.31 .i1,s: 0;01 tp. out Qf

twi.ty 3.000

THE GREGORIAN
CALENDAR



The Gregorian calendar was adopted immediately by
countries with large Catholic populations. Protestant coun-
tries, and some countries in the Middle East, continued to
use the Julian calendar. For example, the new calendar was
not adopted in England until 1752. By this time, the English
had to drop 11 days, not 10. Many Englishmen resented the
change and held protest marches, crying "G:ve us back our
11 days." Most Middle Eastern countries didn't adopt the
Gregorian calendar until 1923. These countries had to drop
13 days. The Chinese adopted the new calendar in 1912.

05. Can you explain why it was October 15 in Rome and
only October 5 in London following Pope Gregory's decree?
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The argument over which calendar to use has caused all
sorts of trouble for people who study history. Historical dates
depend upon what book you read. For example, George
Washington was born either on February 22, 1732, or on
February 11, 1731. The difference depends upon whether or
not the writer dropped the 11 days and whether he con-
sidered the year as starting on January 1 or on March 1. In
fact, some books list Washington's birthday as February 11,
173i.

The Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, Massachusetts, on De-
cember 1620. According to Gov ernor William Bradford,
they began building their first house ,Jri December 25, 1620.
By the Gregorian Calendar, however, this was January 4,
1621.

Changing the calendar has caused legal problems, too.
Some landowners in Englanc tried to collect rent on their
property for the 11 days that N. ere dropped from the calendar
during 1752. The British Parliament had to pass a special
act declaring that salaries, rents, and interest would not be
collecu.ble for the 11 lo., days.

L?8



EQUIPMENT

None

Matching Wits
with Galileo
This is a general-interest and extension ex-
cursion.

PURPOSE.

To exameir the toga; used in dociding be-
tween the Ptolemaic and Copernican models
of the solar wstern.

Excursion 6-2

According to the theory of Ptolemy, an ancient Greek as-
tronomer, the earth is at the center of the solar system. In
other words, the planets and the sun move around the earth
(see Figure I). Ptolemy's theory holds that Venus is closer
to the earth than is the sun. Further, the theory holds that
t s Venus travels around the earth, it also moves in another
circular path. Figure I shows this as a motion around point D.

Ptolemy also believed Venus and the sun move in such
a way that at any time a straight line can be drawn joining
the earth, the sun, and point D.

Venus (Four
possible positions)

?:1

MAJOR POINTS

1 in the niodel ot the solar system pro-
pounded by Ptolemy, the earth was at the
center of tire system
2. Ptolemy believed Venus and the sun moved
so that a straight line could always conneCt
the earth, the Sun, and the center of Venus'
epicycle.
3. Copern.cus proposed a model with the sun
at the center of the system, and the llanets
revolving around it
4. As observed with a telescope, Venus
passes through phnses much as our moon
does. However, it also changes in size, more
than the moon does
5. The change in shape and size of Venus
supports me LoperiiiLan model of the solar
system

Figure 1

For your information. hut not linnori.:nt for the
student. m. the fact that in the Ptolemaic sys-
tem. pool D in its :..icce5sive positions is
called a ee'erent As you can see from Figure
1, a view crt Venus from the earth, with the
sun alwily eirther away could never show
anything inure than a thin cre,cent.
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Figure 2
A view of Venus frvm the earth in the Coper-
nican model (Figure 2) should show phases
of the planet, all the wr4y from no light (a "new
Venus") to a full orb of light (a "full Venus").
Moreover, because of the large change in
distance between the earth and Venus in this
model, there should be a distinct change in
the size of the planet's image.

106 Figure 3

Copernicus believed the sun is at the center of the solar
system. He believed Venus and the earth (and the other

planets as well) move around the sun (see Figure 2).

Venus (Four
possible positions)

Galileo tried to decide which of the two theories was
correct. With a telescope that he made, he ob, .rved Venus

for two years. He observed some interesting changes in the
appearance of the planet. What he saw is shown in Figure
3. He found that the shape of Venus changed, very much

as the shape of our moon seems to change. Galileo realized

that he had all the information he needed to decide definitely
whether Ptolemy or Copernicus was right. You have all the
information that you need, too. Match wits with Galileo. On
the basis of the telescope evidence and Figures I and 2 tell

which theory you support 'and why.

pl. Which theory do you support?

02. What are your reasons for supporting the theory?
Hopefully, the student wi;l choose the Coper-
nican model. The change in shape will be the
more likely reason for support, but the change
in size is of equal importance Together they
form a strong ..ase
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PURPOSE

EQUIPMENT To explain the difference between energy and

None power.

Power Excursion 7-1
Thls is a remedial-review excursion.

Suppose a house stands on a hill beside a river. The house
catches on fire. Naturally, the owner would like to get water

MAJOR POINTS

1 The time it takes to do a given amount of
work is important.
2. The rate at which work can be done, or the
rate at which energy can be transferred, is
called power
3. A watt of power equal to one newton .
meter per second.

Figure 1

from the river and put out the fire. If he had no help, he
could try to run back and forth with one or two buckets,
carrying water to throw on the fire. But if the fire had much
of a head start, he would lose his house.

If the owner had enough neighbors with buckets, they
could fotm a double line, handing full buckets up and empty
buckets down. Certainly more water could be carried to the
house each minute this way. The chance of saving the house
would be a great deal better.



If a fire truck with a powerful pump and a long hose came

. along, it would be even better. More water per minute could
be transferred from the river to the house.

Figure 3

If the student still has trouble understand,ng
the concept of power, it is conceivable that
the difficulty lies in an inadequate knowledge
of energy (ou may want to suggest repeating
Excursion 2-1

108 EXCURSION 7-1

What is the point of the story? Just this Almost always.
the time it takes to do a given amount of work is quite
important. Given a long enough time, the owner by himself
could have carried any amount of water from the river to
the house. But after the house has burned down, the water
does no good.

In the language of science, the rate at which work can be
done, or the rate at which energy can he transferred. is almost
always very important. The real difference between a man
with a bucket and a fire truck with a pump is the rate at
which each can do work.

Science has given a name to the rate of' doing work, or
the rate of energy transfer. The name is power.

The power of the sun is the amount of energy per seLond
it sends out into space. This power can he measured in units
called watts. If' you had Level I of ISCS, ou may recall the
definition of a watt.

I 1 newton meter
second

Remember. calculating the wattage of the .,un means cal-
culating the energy it produces per second.

3,s



EQUIPMENT

None

Using Squares
to Measure Distance
This is a mathematical extension excursion

Pt JR P05;i

Til providi 11 iiliorri.it:vet ,...thod tor
cdit u;at;i. ; pov:er

Excursion 7-2

In Chapter 7 you set out to measure the wattage of the sun.
One way to do this is to use the process shown in Table 7-1.
All that table calls for is doubling the distance and multi-
plying the wattage by four until the distance reaches
15,000,000,000,000 cm. But this is a rather slow process!

MAJOR 1-L4.N I ..7.1

I When h.. Oistaia.0 from thr -,:ute to the
:011-d power

tit we sow, multolard by mu square
of !hitt to,.tor

To sotuir I. a noinoig. yuu It by

:5 lo tiro pul.Ner of the :,un. you oivide
trio distara In tho iin hy the Mstonro that

f)0-w,itt bolt) must be from the pyrneliorneter
produr.e rho same temperattne cricinge as
sun yo,, quare this result and TF4-I Multi-

iy the nun you yut by 50 mitts

WHAT'S WATTS?

This problem could be solved more easily by using another
approach. The key to the solution can he found in the rela-
tionship between the numbers in Table 1. These data show
how the power of a light source must be increased to give
the same amount of light as its distance from the object
increases.

Table 1

Distance to
Light Source

Power of
Source (watN)

10 cm
.1=11MMMIN11.

50

20 cm 200

40 cm Soo

80 cm 3200

93 million miles
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Table 2

Take a close look at the next table of data. It points out
some important facts about the distance-power relationship.

Distance
id! &WV:

Amount of
Inctease 1*.

ja Distance
Power of

Source (waits)

IO NIP AV MI al. Ow
,

2 times
20 cm

40 cm

80 cm

93 mil. miles

A

4 firs

8 fires

50

200 --.
800

3200

Amount Power Source Must
Increase to Give Same

Light as a 50-wart Bulb at 50 cm

. 4
4 times

16 times
64 times

?

1

In Problem Break 2-1 Chapter 2, when the
power of the bulb was held cor. ,tant and the
distance varied the relationship between
temperature change ar-ci distance was an in-
verse square That is, when the distance was
doubled the temperimire change was as
much (1 over 2 square-i) In the problem with
the sun the temperatu-0 change is held con-
stant and the power varies as duect square
of the change In distar.ce In this case if the
distance is doubled. !'1c, power must oe 4
times as much (2 squ.ced)

Table 3

110 EXCURSION 7-2

When the original distance of 10 cm is doubled, the watt-
age of the source must be made 1bur times greater (200
watts = 4 x 50 watts). When the original distance is in-
creased four times, the wattage must be made sixteen times
greater (800 watts = 16 x 50 watts).

[11. According to Table 2, how many times greater must the
wattage be if the original distance is increased eight times?

Note the relationship between the times increase in the
distance and the tim,_!s increase in wattage.

Distance Wattage
Increase Increase

2 times 4 times
4 times 16 tunes

8 times 64 times

The re la tionsh i p between int.-rease IR distance and increase
in wattage is called a -sylared relationship.- A number
multiplied h,, itself ls said to he "squared.- *I he square of
2 is 2 x 2, or 4.

A



Lj2. What is the square of 4?

EJ3. What is the square of 8?

Now how can all this be used to determine the power of
the sun? You can calculate the number of times 10 cm must
be increased to become 15,000,000,000,000 cm (the distance
to the sun).

EA. How many times will 10 cm go into 15,000,0000)0,0M
Cm?

Now square your answer to question 4. Then multiply 50
watts by that number. The result will be the sun's power
as calculated for the data given in Table 1.

However, the 10-cm distance measure in Table I was used
to illustrate the method of calculating the sun's power. In
Chapter 2, you actually compared the sun's effect with a
50-watt bulb. In question 2-18 of Chapter 2, you recorded
a distance measure. This was the distance a 50-watt bulb had
to be from your pyrheliometer to give the same temperature
change effect as the sun.

15.000,000,000.000 cm

liviy's (0.- in filo cdituon below is very
r. f..r.i....1 Aedy to hug('

rilorior.r : . not,ition You May
iN1111 to 1 ii10 11U. :,01quet 1A110 ' irw of your
inur c.. tIi studwrts I or instance
1!) 000.(:(.. i)lo.000 CM is 1 . 10" cm The
power .1 to the 10 I., equdi to the numbut
of pia( t, .1- kiit..1111111 110101 1,, 100VOri if this

: . hr 10 wn, .. in question
4 the 1 . 10 'This number

:".) 10 . 1) ,t)watts
(11:..t's f .11!,). the po...ol of the sun

1 1'.!, I.

.tirii 11..1 11111111Wr tO Chi L.. u1 to divine
lid.. I!, 01!ri Oho . thr- (..ne from

.' '0 in Chantor ,A;d ru:t the 10-cm

5 As r,n,lph,
.11111 .1

F.15. Now use that dis4ance measure to calculate the power
of the sun.

CI WONDER HOW YOU SAY THAT?
a-. i-k-

nver is
walf.3. or 10. '

©WV f
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